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The native marine iguanas are a
featured attraction of Environmental
Science 227, an interterm course
taught by Chapman Professor Fred
Caporaso that allows students to
retrace the footsteps of Darwin in 
the Galapagos Islands. In general,
Interterm is a time for experimentation
at Chapman, as we learn in a story 
by Dawn Bonker on page 24. 
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Embracing the Responsibility of Greatness
As our university embarks on the next 150 years of its journey, I find myself often reflecting on the Chapman spirit

and the never-ending search for truth. This calls to mind a quote by Karl von Clausewitz that adorns Emergence, the

award-winning new sculpture by Laguna Beach artist Nicholas Hernandez that we unveiled on campus in February:

“If the mind is to emerge unscathed from this relentless struggle with the unforeseen, two qualities are

indispensable: first, an intellect that, even in the darkest hour, retains some glimmerings of the inner light which

leads to the truth; and second, the courage to follow this light wherever it may lead.”

This year we celebrate the intellect and courage of those giants who came before us, who throughout these past

150 years nurtured and sustained Chapman University, thereby bequeathing to us a truly remarkable legacy. Thanks 

to their collective vision, we have joined the great universities of the world — with students, alumni, trustees, faculty and staff serving 

our very special mission. 

Our university is all about producing graduates like Onnolee Elliott, Ph.D. (MA ’64), the Honorable George L. Argyros ’59, 

Donna Attallah ’61, Dale Fowler ’58, Pat Elliott ’60 (MA ’74), Tom Elliott ’60, Congresswoman Loretta Sanchez ’82 and many 

others, who continue to follow their inner lights, and who reflect so much credit on Chapman University. 

As you may know, Chapman opened its doors as Hesperian College on the same day that Abraham 

Lincoln took the oath of office for his first term. In his inaugural address, President Lincoln told the 

American people, “This country, with its institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit it.”

Now, 150 years later, it is my honor to reflect his words in saying that this university belongs to 

those who inhabit it. It is and will become what we make of it. It will reach the heights to which we 

take it. We are the new giants on whose shoulders the legacy of the next 150 years will ride. Chapman 

University will continue to grow and prosper because of our intellect, our courage and our collective vision. 

Regards,

James L. Doti

CHAPMAN president ’s  message

Emergence by 
Karl von Clausewitz
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Iwant a mechanical man, a super dynamical man.” The lyrics

come back to Ella Henshaw ’37 with all the crispness and

clarity of the singing voice that helped her earn extra spending

money during her college years. That’s when Henshaw — then 

Ella Ellis — and two classmates formed a trio, the Cardinalettes.

Singing in churches, at conventions and occasionally in clubs, 

they earned $3.50 for each performance.

By the time they were seniors, the three had acquired a

following, and the Santa Fe Railroad paid for a three-week trip

from L.A. to Chicago, during which the Cardinalettes sang 

at Harvey House restaurants in train stations along the way. 

Mechanical Man, a bouncy ragtime romp from the 1929 film

Gold Diggers of Broadway, was Henshaw’s featured solo. The 

pre-Depression lyrics

recall a jazzy time of

industrial advances —

“There’s the airplane,

the radio, and the

talking picture show.”

Could a man of

mechanical means —

and maybe even

“amore” — be far off?

“It was so much

fun to sing,” recalled

Henshaw, who will

turn 99 in October.

“And that trip was

such a wonderful

experience.”

As Chapman

University marks its

150th year, it’s equally wonderful to know that the voices and

memories of alumni such as Henshaw still resonate, adding 

a depth of perspective to the celebration. 

Henshaw has been a part of Chapman for more than half 

of the school’s existence. In the 74 years since she graduated 

and became a social worker, school teacher, wife and mother, 

she figures she might have missed as many as two reunions.

“It’s fantastic to see how much the school has grown,” said

Henshaw, who lives in Tujunga in Los Angeles County. “It’s 

getting so much publicity and achieving so much — I’m proud 

of everyone involved. And I think it will continue to grow and 

be even more influential.”

Henshaw’s connection to the school not only predates its move

from Los Angeles to Orange but also its name change from California

Christian to Chapman. She knew she wanted to attend the school

even as a child growing up in Fullerton, where she was taught in

Sunday school by her family’s neighbor, Charles C. Chapman, the

university’s namesake. 

“He exemplified what it meant to be a teacher and a leader,” she

recalled. “He gave us a lot of things to challenge us to be better people.

We looked to him for guidance, and he was always there to provide it.”

But in 1931, when Henshaw graduated from high school, her family

couldn’t afford the $89 college tuition, so she worked in the registrar’s

office to help pay her way. That was fine, but it wasn’t half as fun as

performing with the Cardinalettes or with the crazy guys in the comedy

troupe the Insanities.

After graduating from

Chapman, Henshaw kept

in touch with her fellow

performers as well as

those she served with in

student government and

in the Beta Chi sorority,

although these days there

are fewer of each group

to phone or to embrace at

reunions. Jack Henshaw,

her husband of 62 years,

passed away 12 years ago.

Still, every Monday

she calls on those in her

Love Circle at church, and

every Friday she drives

herself and a few others in

her league to the lanes for their weekly bowling competition. Henshaw

used to maintain a 140 average, but now it’s closer to 120, she noted.

“I bowled a 203 once,” she said. “That was once.”

She no longer sings, which is one of her few laments. “I’d be

singing in choir now, but I lost the upper range after I got pneumonia

in my 80s.”

Overall, her health is good, however, and she’s looking forward

to Chapman’s anniversary celebration May 6–8. It will be another 

in a long line of occasions that carry her back on lyrical wings 

to some of the happiest days of her life.

“Every day a new device, electric kisses might be nice.”

Electric memories, too.

Of Resonant Voices and Memories
By Dennis Arp

“

Ella Henshaw ’37, shown in her Ceer photo and on campus in 2010, grew up a Sunday
school student of Charles C. Chapman. “He gave us a lot of things to challenge us to be
better people,” she says. 
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Iwas delighted to see that Sandy Gailbraith ’69, my teammate

at Chapman, was recently inducted into Chapman’s Athletic

Hall of Fame for his accomplishments as a college golfer and

as a PGA Tour player. He was Chapman’s Most Valuable Player

and rarely lost a match. These feats in themselves are worthy of

recognition, but what makes his story amazing is that Sandy did

not start playing golf until he was 17 years old.

After graduation in 1969, his ambition led him to obtain his

PGA Tour card in 1974, and he played until 1976. Highlights of

his career included qualifying for the British Open in 1974 and

his fourth-place finish at the Texas Open in 1976. Sandy played

as an amateur afterward, winning the Southern California Golf

Association Mid-Amateur Championships in 1986 and 1991. 

He retired from golf in the early 2000s.

Last year I saw Sandy for the first time in 40 years at a

Chapman golf reunion, and I realized he had not really changed 

at all. If you were not aware of his success, you would think 

that he was just another college golfer. He still had that low-key

persona and humility that sets him apart. He told us a story about

playing with Greg Norman, and he was so casual about it. That’s

just the way he is.

Sandy Gailbraith will always remain a role model and beacon

for current and future golfers to aspire to. He’s proof that anything

is possible with dedication, persistence and perseverance.

CHARLES SAXE ’68, OTTAWA, CANADA

Praise for a Teammate

CHAPMAN in-box

Tell us what you think!
Send us your feedback about Chapman Magazine or anything else related to Chapman University.
We especially welcome your reflections on the Chapman experience. Send submissions to

pr@chapman.edu. Please include your full name, graduation year (if alumnus/a) and the city 

in which you live. 

Chapman Magazine is now online.
Here you’ll find enhanced content. Go to www.chapman.edu/magazine

No surprise that the final paragraph of the article

“Proposition 8: Is it Constitutional?” in the fall 2010

issue of Chapman Magazine begins with “Proponents 

of Prop. 8 have not articulated any rational basis for limiting

marriage to opposite-sex couples …” Most important to this

Voters Should Have Final Say on Prop. 8
argument is that the majority of people in the state passed 

the proposition! Unless things have changed, ours is still a

government “of the people, by the people, for the people,” and

no court of law should be able to circumvent the people’s vote.

DENISE MARIE SIINO ’94, PLACERVILLE

1968 Chapman golf teammates, from left: Coach Charles Saxe ‘68, Jeff Huston
‘68, Sandy Gailbraith ‘69, Lucas Wall, Bob Ferris, Rich Simpson and Rich Grimes.

A recent reunion of Chapman golfers brought together Wally Bates,
Trent Huston ‘08, Jeff Huston, Saxe, Gailbraith and Kent Moore. 
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In his 20th State of the University address Feb. 25, Chapman

University President Jim Doti reflected not just on the year’s

accomplishments, including the announcement of former U.S.

Congressman Tom Campbell as the new dean of the School of Law.

He also touched on the legacy of the leaders who have shaped 

the university and the responsibility to continue that commitment

as Chapman celebrates its 150th anniversary this year.

“Somebody somewhere in 150 years will be saying, ‘We stand on

the shoulders of giants.’ And you know those shoulders — we’re the

shoulders they’ll be standing on. We’re the ones creating the future

of Chapman University,” President Doti told the audience gathered

in Memorial Hall for the annual presentation. “Knowing you as I

do, I know you’re not only up to the challenge, you’re champing at

the bit to mold and shape that future for the generations to come.”

In the wide-ranging talk illustrated with a slide show, President

Doti celebrated special successes among faculty and students, outlined

building plans for the campus and explained a variety of statistics

that show an increasingly selective and successful student body.

Among the academic highlights demonstrating the

university’s ability to attract “the best and brightest faculty

and students” President Doti said were:

• Dramatic shifts in the numbers and quality of student applicants.

The university received a record 10,500 applications for fall

2011, up from 6,158 for fall 2009. Chapman’s acceptance 

rate for this fall is at about 44 percent, further enhancing the

university’s selectivity ranking. Freshman retention rates have

also risen to 93 percent.

• More students than ever are studying abroad, and the number 

of international students attending Chapman continues to rise.

• The Economic Science Institute now ranks in the top 10 

of academic institutions for its number of citations and

publications in its field.

President Doti also reviewed building plans and recent property

purchases that help link the entire campus.

Among the new property purchases noted were:

• The church property on Sycamore Avenue, near the School of Law.

• The Time Warner Building on Palm Avenue.

“It’s no longer an east and west campus,” he said. 

“We are now a connected campus.”

To view the entire State of the University address, 

visit www.chapman.edu/president/universityAddress.asp. 

State of the University Address

President Highlights Growing
Campus, Quality of Students

Plans are in place for a neoclassical-style

classroom building to be built on the south

side of Bert Williams Mall, completing the

historic campus core. 
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CHAPMAN now

segregation, paving the way for the Brown v.

Board of Education Supreme Court ruling

that desegregated all U.S. schools in 1954.

The Mendez family archives are housed

at Chapman’s Leatherby Libraries.

The nation’s highest civilian honor, 

the Medal of Freedom is presented to

individuals who have made especially

meritorious contributions to the security 

or national interests of the United States, 

to world peace, or to cultural or other

significant public or private endeavors.

Sylvia Mendez Honored
with Medal of Freedom

Sylvia Mendez, a leading Orange County

civil-rights activist and friend of

Chapman University, was awarded the

Presidential Medal of Freedom by President

Obama in a White House ceremony Feb. 15.

Calling it “a tremendous honor,”

Mendez received the award for her lifelong

quest to achieve equality and for making 

it her “life mission to spread a message 

of tolerance and opportunity to children 

of all backgrounds and all walks of life.”

Mendez was 8 when her parents,

Gonzalo and Felicitas Mendez, joined with

other Latino families and filed suit against

school districts, opening the door for their

children to attend previously segregated

schools. The 1947 Mendez v. Westminster

case, a class-action lawsuit filed on behalf

of more than 5,000 Mexican American

students in Orange County, made California

the first state in the nation to end school

C H A P M A N  M A G A Z I N E

Sylvia Mendez is shown at Chapman
with her Medal of Freedom. The Mendez
family archives are housed in Chapman’s
Leatherby Libraries.

Gerda Weissmann Klein 

was also honored at the Feb. 15

ceremony. She and her late husband,

Kurt, were the inaugural speakers

in the Rodgers Center’s “1939”

Club Lecture Series at Chapman

and received an honorary doctorate

of humane letters from the

university for their work on 

behalf of Holocaust studies.
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hybrid of Dodge College post-graduates

and a select group of established industry

professionals.

“We won’t be making student movies,”

Dean Bassett said. “We do anticipate

involvement from Dodge alumni, but we’re

committed to producing films that can

compete in the commercial marketplace.”

Funding will come from two sources:

equity partners who will share in profits,

and donors whose philanthropy will support

the educational mission of the venture.

Dodge College will contribute facilities 

and equipment on a published-rate basis.

Producer Travis Knox ’93 has been

named vice president of production for

Chapman Entertainment and will oversee 

all day-to-day operations. 

Knox’s credits include Warner Bros.’ 

The Bucket List, starring Jack Nicholson 

and Morgan Freeman, and New Line

Cinema’s Hairspray, starring John Travolta

and Michelle Pfeiffer. Knox previously

served as executive vice president of feature

development at Storyline Entertainment.

Barbara Doyle, chair of the Film Division

at Dodge College, will serve as executive in

charge of production.

Dodge College Launches Feature Film Company

Going where no other film school

has gone before, Chapman

University’s Dodge College of Film

and Media Arts has launched its own feature

production and distribution company.

Called Chapman Entertainment, the

new company is designed to produce 

five to 10 pictures per year in the “micro-

budget” range — budgets of $250,000 

to $625,000.

Dodge College Dean Bob Bassett will

serve as president and CEO of Chapman

Entertainment, which will choose projects

primarily based on their appeal to younger

consumers more likely to embrace new

media distribution channels.

The company will employ a unique

can be done to prevent genocides. He listed atrocities in Cambodia,

Bosnia, Sudan and Darfur as evidence of humanity’s failure to find

“the art of teaching something that is above and beyond human

understanding.” But in his trademark fashion, the soft-spoken Wiesel

says he would be the last person

to give up the effort.

“We know where these things

are happening,” and an ethical

response is to use that knowledge

to react, he said.

“Ethics doesn’t mean that I 

can help the whole world, but it

does mean I must try,” he said.

Following his talk, Wiesel

took questions from the audience,

including those regarding his

views on Israel and Palestinian

relations and contemporary

immigrant issues.

“We do what we can to stop the

violence on both sides,” Wiesel said

of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Wiesel was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986 for his

humanitarian work. He is the author of more than 40 books,

including the 1958 Night, which has been translated into 

30 languages and sold millions of copies.

Wiesel Urges Students to Choose Path of Action

Battle indifference and you battle hate, Nobel Laureate 

and Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel told a Memorial Hall

audience on March 29 during his first visit as a Distinguished

Presidential Fellow at Chapman University.

“The opposite of love is not

hate but indifference. And the

opposite of education is not

ignorance but indifference,” said

Wiesel. “The number one goal of

education is to fight indifference.”

Wiesel’s lecture was delivered

to an audience of Chapman

students, faculty and staff as well

as Orange County high school

students who filled Memorial

Hall to hear the human-rights

leader. The lecture marks

Wiesel’s third visit to the

university but his first as a

Distinguished Presidential

Fellow. Throughout the week,

he met with students from a

variety of disciplines as well as high school educators who teach

Holocaust history.

In his Memorial Hall lecture, Wiesel focused his “Knowledge

and Ethics” talk less on his personal history and more on what

S P R I N G  2 0 1 1

“The opposite of love is not hate but indifference,” Chapman
Distinguished Presidential Fellow Elie Wiesel tells Chapman students.
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CHAPMAN now

A TASTE OF HOOP HISTORY
This basketball season was one of the

most successful in Chapman history, with

the men’s and women’s teams winning a

combined 47 of 57 games. The Panther

men reached the 25-victory plateau for the

first time since the 1935-36 season. We

don’t know much about that team, but a

look at their schedule leads us to believe

college basketball has changed a lot in 75

years. Among the ’35-36 team’s opponents:

the Surveyor’s Red Devils, the Beverly Hills

All-Stars (sharpshooting guard — Gary

Cooper?), Clifton’s Cafeteria and Lucerne

Creamery. At least the post-game meals

must have been good.

SHOWING HER GRIT IN STUDENT FILMS
Though True Grit nominee Hailee Steinfeld didn’t win on Oscar night,

she had plenty of rooters in the Chapman film community. Before the

teen-age actress landed her breakout role, she appeared in three movies by

Chapman student filmmakers — Heather: A Fairy Tale (directed by Vincent

Raisa ’09), She’s A Fox (Cameron Sawyer ’09) and Without Wings (Megan

Weaver ’09). Said Sawyer, whose thesis film screened at more than 40

festivals around the world and has won several awards, “We actually saved

a lot of money on film costs. In (Hailee’s) scenes, we only had to shoot

one or two takes. Whatever she does on film looks good.”

RANKING WITH A HEAT INDEX
There’s no end of college rankings

these days, and here’s another one 

for Chapman, although we can’t attest

to its scientific methods. Based on

reviews of college dorms all across the

country written by the students who

know them the best, CampusSplash.com

has ranked Glass Hall one of the top

five dorms with the “hottest” residents

in the nation. CampusSplash launched

its Dormy Awards in March, ranking

the top 14 college dorms in the nation

in a variety of categories. At first 

we thought the AC had gone out in

Glass Hall, but now we’re pretty sure

they’re judging on different criteria.

SETTING SNOOKI STRAIGHT
Chapman faculty often get asked by

media outlets to comment on issues in the

news. Within the past couple of months,

professors in the Schmid College of Science

have addressed the impact of the earthquake

and Pacific tsunami in Japan, while Dr. Lori

Cox Han, professor of political science,

appeared on Fox 11 news to talk about

President Obama’s speech on Libya. But

our recent favorite involves Dr. Jennifer

Keene, professor of history, who was quoted

in Us Weekly magazine after an episode of

MTV’s Jersey Shore exposed a star’s ignorance.

(Yes, we know, this could become a full-time

job). Dr. Keene was asked to set the record

straight after Nicole “Snooki” Polizzi said 

on the show, “I feel like a Pilgrim from the

friggin’ ’20s washing (these clothes).” Perhaps

Snooki meant the 1620s, when the Pilgrims

did laundry outdoors, not in the sink of a

fashionable home, noted Dr. Keene, who was

contacted for comment by Chapman alumna

and Us Weekly staffer Sarah Attman ’11.

Chatter

Hailee Steinfeld

CAMPUS MAP A HOUSE SPECIAL
Here’s a curiosity that has us scratching our heads. In 

a scene from Fox’s House that aired in February, a map on a

bus shelter is labeled “Princeton,” but the campus depicted 

is clearly Chapman’s. So how did the Chapman map get into

the episode? Our guess is there are Chapman alumni on the

crew of the Emmy Award-winning medical drama. Of course,

there’s also the theory posted to the Chapman Happenings

blog by Nancy Brink, director of Church Relations: “Isn’t it

because Princeton aspires to be the Chapman of the East?”



“Eventually it was bought, and in much the
same form as it had been rejected 23 times,
and it was published in much the same form
it had been rejected 23 times. Then it won 
the Commonwealth medal for best first novel by 
a Californian. So it just makes no sense. I have
long ago stopped trying to make sense of it.”
Karen Joy Fowler, author of the best-selling The Jane Austen Book Club,

describing the long road to publication of her debut novel, Sarah Canary.

S P R I N G  2 0 1 1 9

“Cynicism is the easiest  
fallback position there is. 
To make the world better and have an open-heart 
attitude and have a service attitude is a harder way
to go. But it’s much better, and the world needs it. 
I know that’s corny, but I don’t care.”
Rainn Wilson, who plays Dwight on The Office, speaking about his Baha’i faith during 
a campus talk sponsored by Chapman’s Fish Interfaith Center and the campus Baha’i Club.
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“Once you have
something that 
grabs your heart 
and won’t let go, 
you never stop 
working until you
can’t anymore.”
Tony Goldwyn, actor/director, during 

a Q&A at Dodge College after a screening 

of Conviction, the 2010 film he brought to

the screen nine years after he first began

the project. The movie chronicles the 

18-year struggle by Betty Anne Waters 

(Hilary Swank) to get her brother’s 

wrongful murder conviction overturned.

“I’m sorry to have to tell you this tonight, 
but Mickey Mouse is Australian.”
Garry Ridge, president and CEO of WD-40 Co., during a talk on leadership to students 

of the Argyros School of Business and Economics. Ridge, a native of Sydney, told a story 

about his daughter playing the iconic mouse at Disneyland. 

“It’s spreading, and people are
starting to get the fever. ... If we can 
do anything to help them follow through on it, that helps
them become mature democracies, which means balance 
of power, term limits and, most importantly, freedom of 
the press. If we can do all that, with the advantage of the 
information age, we have the opportunity to be an ally.” 

Michael Kelly McCoy ’03, Peace Studies graduate and Army captain, on the Arab uprisings, 

during a February visit to Professor Angeliki Kanavou’s Introduction to Peace Studies class.
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Its walls are mostly still bare. Only his most

precious essentials have gone up first.

Dominant are huge twin maps of his

beloved Africa, where he has taught both

law and economics in poverty-steeped cities

and villages across the continent. One map

is current, the other colonial Africa of a

century past. An opposite wall features a

striking book cover of Yosemite, a favorite

destination of Campbell and his wife of 

Thomas J. Campbell, the new dean 

of Chapman University’s School of

Law, is in working mode, trademark

gold-clipped black suspenders and a bright

red tie under a broad smile when he greets

a visitor just days after he started on the

job in February. 

Most of his career is still in boxes he

had packed himself from his fourth floor

office to the dean’s office on the third floor.

33 years, Susanne. Another depicts a small

but graceful painting called Charity, an angel

holding children, given him by the students

from his first class as a law professor at

Stanford University almost 30 years ago.

“It appears as if she’s teaching them,”

Campbell says, smiling.

Campbell, a former 10-year congressman,

has much to smile about after a year in

which he was defeated in his bid to win the

Republican nomination for the U.S. Senate

by former Hewlett-Packard CEO Carly

Fiorina, who eventually lost to incumbent

Democrat Barbara Boxer.

“(Fiorina’s) money couldn’t help her

against Boxer, but it did in the primary against

me,” says Dean Campbell. “I raised more

money than she did, but I couldn’t overcome

the personal fortune she poured into it.”

Leaving 
the political

arena behind, 
Tom Campbell

is primed to
lead Chapman’s

law school. 

By Jerry Hicks

PLENTY TO
SMILE ABOUT

“Tom’s career in public service is remarkable. … 
His honesty, integrity and eloquence are an 
inspiration to those like me who have had 

the good fortune to work with him.”
PAUL R. GRAY, FORMER PROVOST, UC BERKELEY

[ [
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The political arena is a distant memory

now for Dean Campbell, who declares that

he has retired from politics. After all, he says,

he just got hired for the best job around.

“Look how blessed I am,” he says. “To

be at Chapman, surrounded by these great

professors and such bright students, I couldn’t

be more pleased how things have gone.”

Dean Campbell was hired at Chapman

to replace John Eastman, who stepped

down as dean but remains at Chapman as 

a law professor. Campbell’s strong academic

credentials and his political experience

seem to make him the perfect choice.

“Tom Campbell could be the dean 

at any law school in the country and 

he would be a success,” says Paul Brest,

president of the William and Flora 

Hewlett Foundation. Brest was the dean

when Campbell left the law faculty at

Stanford University to enter politics. 

“Tom is not only highly intelligent, 

he is most compassionate.”

Adding his praise is Paul R. Gray, 

who had been UC Berkeley’s executive 

vice chancellor and provost during part of

Campbell’s five years as dean of Berkeley’s

Haas School of Business. While Campbell

was dean, the Haas School went from 

a No. 15 national ranking to No. 2.

“Tom’s career in public service is

remarkable. … His honesty, integrity 

and eloquence are an inspiration to those

like me who have had the good fortune 

to work with him,” Gray says. “Chapman 

is fortunate indeed to have him.”

Campbell considers himself fortunate

that law and politics were staples of dinner

conversation while he was growing up 

in Chicago. 

One of eight children, Dean Campbell

is the son of the late William J. Campbell,

who spent 48 years on the bench and

became the longest-serving chief judge of

the U.S. District Court of Northern Illinois. 

“We were taught early on that public

service was honorable,” Campbell says. 

Dean Campbell received BA and MA

degrees from the University of Chicago —

he and Chapman President Jim Doti are both

protégés of Nobel Prize-winning economist

Milton Friedman from that school — and

his law degree from Harvard, in 1976. 

He later returned to the University of

Chicago to add a Ph.D. in economics.

President Doti had become friends 

with Dean Campbell when both were

economic advisers to then-Gov. Arnold

Schwarzenegger. That friendship led to

Dean Campbell becoming the inaugural

Presidential Fellow, Fletcher Jones

Distinguished Visiting Professor of Law, 

and Visiting Professor of Economics at

Chapman in 2009.

Dean Campbell shows his broad smile

the legal community, the better chance our

students have of getting hired by the top firms.”

Dean Campbell has also made it 

clear he expects the law professors to

aggressively pursue research. He believes

they should expect no less from him. He 

will have published in the June issue of the

Hastings Law Journal a major piece dealing

with courts vs. the legislature in instances

where the court has struck down only part 

of a piece of legislation.

Research is “the telling difference that

makes a top law school,” he says.

when talking about his first impressions 

of Chapman.

“Charming,” he says. “So beautiful, 

and I love the small classes. I quickly learned

how much more effective they can be. At

Berkeley I sometimes had 180 in a class.”

Dean Campbell has a broad range of

goals for the law school. But he is adamant

about his top priority:

“Helping our students get good jobs.

That has to be the main concern of any 

law school dean.”

Toward that goal, Campbell has been

busy in his first weeks meeting with leaders

of the top local law firms. 

“We will never be the largest law school,

but we can strive to be the best,” Dean

Campbell says. “The better we’re known in

President Doti notes of Dean Campbell:

“What you don’t see in the bio is that — in 

the spirit of Albert Schweitzer, our spiritual

leader — here at Chapman, Tom is quietly 

but passionately and diligently helping the

disadvantaged in (Africa and Panama).”

Campbell first began traveling to Africa

while on a congressional subcommittee,

where he saw the needs were so great. 

He has made 18 trips to Africa in all, 

many of them short teaching terms in 

both business and law, visiting at least 

20 countries. Next year he will return 

for another short teaching stint to Ashesi

University in Accra, Ghana. 

“I hope I’ve had an impact on students

there,” he says, “but there is no doubt those

students have greatly enriched me.”

“There is no doubt those students have greatly enriched me,” new Chapman School of Law 
Dean Tom Campbell says of his 18 trips to Africa, where he has taught both business and law.
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For faculty experts at Chapman University, the tragic

earthquake, tsunami and nuclear crisis in Japan provide

information from which to learn and prepare, enhancing

efforts to prevent future loss of life. We asked researchers at

Chapman’s Schmid College of Science what this new data

contributes to their work.

What is the scientific community

learning from this massive earthquake and

subsequent tsunami?

Menas Kafatos, Ph.D., dean of Schmid

College: Basically, that these mega earthquakes

can affect the entire planet, and we need to be

prepared. We also learned that the warning

system in Japan worked, but the earthquake 

was so massive and the tsunami so fast that it

was difficult to avoid the devastating results.

What kind of information is being gathered, and 

how are Schmid College researchers using it in their work?

Dean Kafatos: We collected satellite and earth-observing

data after the fact, and it looks like there was a precursor signal

that was there the morning of March 11, before the earthquake.

We’re studying that. Because of the nuclear accident, I also quickly

got together a team to do the forecast of winds. People were

naturally concerned, but when radiation gets in the wind or 

the water, by the time it goes transcontinental it’s very diluted.

Q

A

A

Q

How is it that some

earthquakes trigger tsunamis 

and others don’t?

Dimitar Ouzounov, Ph.D.,

associate professor, School of

Earth and Environmental Science:

A tsunami is possible with a thrust-

type earthquake of magnitude 7 

or greater in shallow waters. In

California, the dominant type of

earthquake is a strike-slip, and

there is little chance of an offshore type of earthquake with

magnitude 7 in California. 

However, scientists are concerned about the Cascades region

in Washington, where there is a potential for a magnitude-8

earthquake, according to the latest geological and seismic

tectonic estimates. This fact should be a point of concern 

in terms of tsunami warning on the U.S. West Coast.

Does an earthquake such as the one off Japan 

provide insights into the science of “earthquake forecasting?” 

Dr. Ouzounov: The magnitude-9 Tohoku earthquake 

in Japan on March 11 became the most important “stress test”

for the existing early-warning systems for earthquakes and

tsunamis in Japan. The lessons are also very important for 

the international community working on earthquake and

tsunami early-warning systems. Specifically, the early-warning

systems (with 15-second to one-minute lag time) performed

very well in Japan. 

The earthquake warning was issued one minute before 

the seismic wave reached the greater Tokyo region. Then three

minutes after the main shock, a major tsunami warning was

issued by the Japanese Meteorological Administration. Ten

minutes after the earthquake, waves of 6 to 10 meters (20 

to 33 feet) reached the Japanese Sendai region, closest to the

quake’s epicenter. 

Though all warnings were issued on time, the time lag was

too short for people to escape. This fact confirmed that the

current state of the art in seismic and tsunami warning systems

doesn’t allow for proper evacuation. A similar earthquake event

on the West Coast could cause the same outcome. 

Today that is the biggest challenge for the international

geosciences community and for the operational agencies. New

ideas and methods need to be tested to fill the existing gap.

A

Q

A

Q

LESSONS OF JAPAN
The quake and tsunami will help inform 
early-warning systems, Chapman scientists say.

Menas Kafatos

Dimitar Ouzounov
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KING-SIZE SPOTLIGHT
ON SPEECH THERAPY 

By Dawn Bonker

Chapman University speech expert Suzi 

Fosnot couldn’t believe her ears. And she 

almost couldn’t stop her feet.

Sitting in a darkened theater, captivated by the 

Oscar-winning The King’s Speech, Fosnot was startled 

when two women seated in front of her giggled at the very moment Britain’s King George

VI recalls painful memories of his own family mocking his troubles with stuttering.

“Buh, Buh, Buh Bertie,” was what they called me, says the King, played by Colin Firth,

who won the best actor Oscar for his performance.

The women burst into giggles. And Fosnot nearly put her foot through their backsides.

“In this day and age, people still regard someone who stutters as a person in a side

show who can be ridiculed,” says Fosnot, Ph.D., adjunct professor in Chapman’s College 

of Educational Studies, where she teaches fluency disorders courses. Dr. Fosnot is an

speech clinician who has successfully treated people who stutter for 35 years.

Happily, the movie portraying the story of Queen Elizabeth II’s father and his unorthodox

speech therapist is changing some of those hurtful attitudes, says Judy Montgomery, Ph.D.,

professor, and director of communication sciences and disorders in the College of

Educational Studies. The critically acclaimed movie with four Oscar wins, including best

picture, is also providing moral support for those who struggle with speech impediments,

she says. Inspired by the film, three Chapman students have come to Fosnot for help 

and are receiving speech therapy. 

“The film is a reminder of how vital it

is to communicate clearly and confidently.

World events may hang on the words we

say and how we say them. Any one of us

can overcome a communication challenge

with hard work and the right support,”

says Dr. Montgomery, former president of

the American Speech-Language-Hearing

Association in Washington, D.C.

And it takes a terrific amount of work

to overcome stuttering if left untreated into

late childhood and especially until adulthood, says Dr. Montgomery, who is also editor of

Communication Disorders Quarterly, the leading journal in the field. It’s achievable, though,

and has been done by the likes of James Earl Jones and Marilyn Monroe.

The precise causes of stuttering, which affects 1 percent of the population and appears

in all cultures, still elude scientists. Research indicates there are probably multiple or even

a combination of factors, including genetic, physiological and neurological reasons. The

problem is not linked to stress or other emotional issues, though they may aggravate the

intensity of the stuttering, says Dr. Fosnot, who also served as a consultant on Paulie, a

movie portraying a girl’s attachment to a pet parrot and her work to overcome stuttering.

“These are very healthy people,” she says. “They don’t need psychiatrists.”

Meanwhile, the two speech experts applaud all The King’s Speech Oscar wins, but 

they say the real winners coming out of the movie’s success are the people who find 

in it the courage to discover their own voices. 

Rolling on the Rug?
Don’t Try this at Home

So, does cursing, shouting, singing, 

rolling on the floor, calisthenics, and 

jaw-wobbling vocal exercises really

help someone overcome stuttering, as

portrayed in The King’s Speech?

Not really, say Chapman University 

speech experts Drs. Judith Montgomery 

and Suzi Fosnot. While they’re big fans 

of the movie, they warn that what makes

for good drama doesn’t necessarily make

for good contemporary speech therapy. 

But we had to ask the experts.

� What about the shouting of profanities?

What makes this seem effective is that

when people shout, their voice volume

rises and speech slows down, which 

is helpful. Ditto for singing. But now

therapists use a variety of techniques 

to teach people to slow down.

� How about rolling around on rugs, having

your wife sit on you while you perform

breathing exercises? Interesting movie

drama, that, but not reality. Therapists

use breath- and muscle-control exercises,

but no close encounters with the carpets.

� Stuffing marbles in the mouth? An old 

and humiliating practice taken literally

from the stories told of the ancient

Greek statesmen Demosthenes, who

stuffed pebbles into his mouth in an

effort to improve his speaking. No

reputable therapist tries this anymore.

The Oscar-winning film The King’s Speech 
is changing attitudes about stuttering, say
Chapman speech therapy professors Judy
Montgomery, left, and Suzi Fosnot. 

Ask
THE EXPERTS
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Story by Dawn Bonker
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Let the adventure crowd hug their mountain bikes. The middle-

aged weekend warriors in spandex can just keep on steering their

fancy cycles to their favorite coffee houses. Around Chapman, the

cruisers are the flashiest wheels of choice among the pedaling crowd.

Even with their cheery colors and fanciful paint jobs — think

dragons, fanged fish, pikake flowers and curling waves — the

cruisers still echo their basic Depression-era beginnings as a

utilitarian let’s-just-get-there bike. That’s why senior business

administration major Gunnar Barrera ’11 loves his fierce-looking

Nirve Cruiser Wildchild model, splashed with grinning, wave-riding

garibaldi fish. The Wildchild carried him to Santa Ana College

during an OCTA bus strike, and now brings him to Chapman

every day from his home in Orange, near Chapman Avenue and

Tustin Street. He still remembers the first day he saw the bike, too.

“This one stood out,” he says.

That’s pretty much how a lot of cruiser owners choose their

ride. Unlike their techie counterparts who seek performance for

roads or trails, cruiser owners have other priorities. Lonnie Green,

president of American Flyer Bicycle Co. and father of Chapman

graduate student Megan Moore (MA ’12), says whimsy rules when

it comes to cruisers. A popular model he designed features a cross

bar that looks like a mini-surfboard.

“That market just really likes the fun stuff. They’re fun to design,”

Green says.

And fans say they’re fun to own.

“Blue’s my favorite color,” says freshman theater major Lee Ann

Dowd ’14, describing how she chose her baby blue cruiser after 

she arrived at Chapman, and which her friends christened “Betty”

and adorned with a bicycle bell they decorated with puffy paint.

Junior integrated educational studies major Sarah Nininger ’12

loves yellow, couldn’t find yellow, but “wanted that vibe of yellow”

so went with a lime green Electra cruiser. And, yes, it has a name.

Wait for it — The Green Machine, obviously. After all, you can’t 

take these things too seriously. They’re just cruisers. But boy, oh,

boy. What a sweet simple way to get to class on time, with just 

a touch of wind and nostalgia at your back.

Spend more than two seconds around Chapman University

and you’ll see them — the stylish and nostalgic beach cruiser

bicycles, with their jelly bean colors and fat, sassy tires.
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Story by Dawn Bonker

Photos by McKenzi Taylor
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Fierce-looking garibaldi fish
decorate the Wildchild cruiser
of Gunnar Barrera ’11.

Sarah Nininger ‘12 calls 
her Electra cruiser The 
Green Machine.
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HAIL, DISCOVERY

A shuttle pilgrimage ends when one of the last
missions is scrubbed, but two Chapman scholars still
find inspiration in a legacy of pushing boundaries.

Story and photos by

Douglas Dechow 

and Anna Leahy
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the beginning of her adulthood in a poem

called After Challenger. Even now, her 

poetry grapples with metaphors of science

and the technology of our lifetime.

So it was that we found ourselves

approaching the end of something grand:

NASA sending humans into space. The

penultimate space shuttle mission was

scheduled for Nov. 1, 2010 — the beginning

of the end. We determined to scale all

obstacles — rack up credit card debt,

reschedule class meetings — to witness 

one of the last launches. Against odds, but

courtesy of Chapman Magazine, Anna was

awarded press credentials for the STS-133

mission, a pass to get inside with the experts.

Once in Florida, the rhythm of our days

like extra innings in a baseball game.

By Nov. 5, the shuttle launch was

scrubbed for the day because of a leaky GUP,

which sounded to us like the ailment of an

old man, not a glitch in the 20th century’s

technological marvel. Now we — and NASA

— were running out of time. 

The tone for the week had been set by

our waitress one evening. “I just don’t think

she’s gonna go,” she said.

The people who live and work in the area

shrug off delays as part of the space business,

a business whose collapse is decimating their

small towns. The locals wanted tourists like

us to get what we came for. But they also

hinted that if Discovery didn’t launch, the

space program wouldn’t end.

found a pattern: rising early for the launch

update online; Anna heading to the press

office, while Doug scoped out a viewing

spot on the coast; disappointment when

NASA announced that this wouldn’t be the

launch day after all; heading to the Kennedy

Space Center Visitor Complex; and finally, 

a deconstruction of the day at the mom-

‘n’-pop Italian restaurant next to our motel.

Each delay heightened our excitement, 

On Nov. 6, the launch was scrubbed 

at 8:11 a.m., not for a day but for weeks,

which later became months. We met back 

at the motel, expecting to be heartbroken.

But we were having such an amazing time

that we couldn’t comprehend disenchantment.

We had one last day, so we headed back to

the Visitor Complex.

Think of a moment from childhood

that shaped the rest of your life. 

For Doug Dechow, that was July 21,

1969, in his family’s darkened den, where

he was mesmerized by flickering images 

of Neil Armstrong planting his feet in a

new world. The achievement sparked a

childhood filled with books about NASA

and space, an education in physics and

computer science, a first real job at NASA’s

Center for AeroSpace Information, and 

his new position as the science librarian 

at Chapman’s Leatherby Libraries.

Along the way, Doug found Anna Leahy,

a poet and Chapman professor who is the

other half of this story. For her, the defining

experience in a childhood that fostered a

love of aviation, astronauts and science was

standing on the grass next to the runway 

at Meigs Field on Chicago’s lakeshore to

watch a small plane bring her mother

home from work in the state’s capital.

Perhaps these memories are part and

parcel of growing up during the Cold War,

in households that believed the best of

humankind’s intentions might take us all 

to the stars. For us, it’s a shared interest

that has only deepened as we’ve pursued

our academic careers.

One of the events that shaped our

vision was the explosion of Challenger on

Jan. 28, 1986, when we were in college.

Anna was working on the student literary

magazine next to a communal lounge when

news pulled her to the television. Later, she

encapsulated memories of those images and

of how such an event marks history and

Poet Anna Leahy strikes
a pose with Gemini

astronauts.

Anna Leahy, Ph.D., is an associate professor of English at Chapman University and director of Tabula Poetica, which hosts an annual poetry reading

series on campus. (See her 150th Anniversary poem on the back cover.) Douglas Dechow, Ph.D., is the science librarian at Chapman University’s

Leatherby Libraries. Together they write the aerospace- influenced blog Lofty Ambitions — http://loftyambitions.wordpress.com. 

Science librarian Doug Dechow traces
his space-flight fixation to childhood.
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space shuttle was built, we realized we’d

experienced history in a way we hadn’t

expected and newly understood the Space

Age in which we’d grown up.

The end of the space shuttle program

means a great deal to us and to this country

because for five decades NASA has

represented our ability to think big and 

take risks that can bring great rewards.

Whatever an individual does day to day —

whether astronaut, poet or librarian — 

we must each dream up what hasn’t yet 

been done.

That ambition will carry us all into 

a remarkable future.

the boundaries, and having people out doing

things that have never been done before, not

even dreamed of.” 

By the time we left Florida, we felt 

faint from the rarified air. The launch scrub

that might have left us devastated had been

recast by the people, places and machines

with which we’d interacted all week. As we

made our way back to California, where the

There, we saw a familiar form exiting

the men’s room. Buzz Aldrin! “Really? 

Do you think it could be him?” Now in 

his 80s, he moves with the vigor and

assuredness of a much younger man, and

without thinking, we were moving too,

following him into what turned out to 

be a memorabilia show, with photos 

and artifacts sold to raise money for 

the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation.

Suddenly, we caught our breath and

recognized faces behind the tables: Alan

Bean, Scott Carpenter, Gene Cernan, Walt

Cunningham, Charlie Duke, Fred Haise,

Jim Lovell, Ed Mitchell, David Scott. Anna

grabbed Doug’s arm, testing reality. In all

the world, there exist 12 people who have

walked on the moon, and we stood in a

room with half of them. It was as if we’d

been whisked to the prom and might dance

with celebrities, if only we had the nerve 

to speak.

Apollo 16 astronaut Charlie Duke

talked with us unhurriedly, in his warm

Southern drawl. When he spoke of the

machines he’d maneuvered — especially

the F-104 Starfighter — his eyes twinkled

and he gave a wave of his arm. He wants

kids to study science and math so that a

new generation can follow in his footsteps,

not just because it was important work 

but also because he had so much fun. 

Next to him sat the more rascally Walt

Cunningham of Apollo 7, who wants

NASA to once again be more inspiring 

and ambitious: “It has to do with pushing

Leatherby Libraries has an active program to collect NASA materials 
of historical significance. The library is also home to the papers of 
former Morton Thiokol engineer Roger Boisjoly, whose courageous
actions during the investigation of the Challenger disaster will serve 
to instruct and inspire future generations of students.

Like Discovery, the U.S. space
program is in a period of transition. 

Dechow didn’t get to see a launch but got to peek
inside a capsule. 

HAIL, DISCOVERYContinued from previous page
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is still waning, Cook said. He hopes 

that changes.

“I call on the youth of this country to

recapture that vision for themselves and 

not let all the great discovery be lost,” 

St. Joseph’s Hospital, the Orange County

Probation Department and the Orange

County Parks Department.

A video of the symposium will be

available in the Roberta and Roger Boisjoly

he told the audience, which included

engineering students from Chapman 

as well as Cal Poly Pomona.

Among the attendees at the free

symposium were representatives and

administrators from Leadership Orange, 

the City of Orange Chamber of Commerce,

the Orange County Sheriff’s Department, 

Collection in Leatherby Libraries. Roger

Boisjoly was a technical troubleshooter for

Morton Thiokol, the manufacturer of the

solid rocket boosters used in the space

shuttle program, who also raised vigorous

objections to the shuttle launch. He

donated his papers to the Leatherby

Libraries last year. 

Challenger Disaster Offers Lessons in Leadership

Failed O-rings, damaged fuel tanks

and ice debris all play roles in the

tragic story that led to the space

shuttle Challenger disaster 25 years ago 

this year. But the bigger lesson of that

episode in the nation’s space program 

isn’t about hardware but leadership, said

participants in a symposium held in

January at Chapman University to mark 

the anniversary of the disaster.

“A good manager is only a good

manager if he uses all the brain power 

in the room to make a good decision,” 

said Allan J. McDonald, author of Truth,

Lies and O-Rings: Inside the Space Shuttle

Challenger Disaster and former director 

of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor

Project at ATK Thiokol.

McDonald was joined by Richard C.

Cook, author of Challenger Revealed,

former lead resource analyst at NASA and

the person who was the first to warn of a

possible catastrophic failure, in a leadership

symposium organized by Mark Maier, Ph.D.,

director of Leadership Studies in the College

of Educational Studies at Chapman.

Dr. Maier has long researched the

management and agency culture driving

the missteps that led to the disaster. He

says the Challenger disaster is a management

failure similar to those that led to more

recent calamities like the mortgage crisis

and gulf oil spill.

McDonald’s and Cook’s testimony 

and books and other research into the

disaster reveal institutional habits geared 

to please superiors and meet political aims.

McDonald and Cook said the decision to

launch in the unusually cold weather that

day was driven, among other reasons, 

by NASA’s push to time the launch with

President Reagan’s State of the Union

Address and to have teacher Christa

McAuliffe’s “lesson from space” occur 

on a school day.

The space program never quite

recovered after the disaster, and Americans’

support for the kind of exploration and

science essential for technological growth 

“A good manager is only a good manager if he uses all the brain power in
the room to make a good decision,” says Allan J. McDonald, author of Truth,
Lies and O-Rings: Inside the Space Shuttle Challenger Disaster and former
director of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor Project at ATK Thiokol.
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�
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CHAPMAN now
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retty much everything Alex Eylar (MFA ’12) does filters  

through his passion for filmmaking. Even playing with Legos.

Hence his inspiration: Wouldn’t it be fun to re-create scenes

from classic movies using those 30,000 or so plastic pieces 

I still have from my childhood?

The rest of the story is powered by Eylar’s creativity and the

Internet. Thanks to both, the master’s-candidate screenwriting

student at Chapman University’s Dodge

College of Film and Media Arts is now

recognized as the Tarantino of Legos. 

His work has appeared in the New

York Times Magazine and on CNN.

After his tributes to the 10 best picture

Oscar nominees were posted on Flickr,

more media members came calling,

including the Daily Telegraph in London and Wired magazine. 

A recent Google search of “Alex Eylar” and “Lego” returned

51,500 results.

One of the coolest moments was when the wife of Blue

Valentine producer Jamie Patrico asked if he would re-create a

scene from the film as a gift to her husband. After obliging, Eylar

heard from Patrico saying how much he enjoyed the tribute.

Praise pours in from all directions

these days, especially from what he

calls “the Lego fan community.”

For his Black Swan, one reviewer

wrote, “His use of two different Lego

faces really cuts to the core of the duality

of Natalie Portman’s character.”

And for The Kids

Are All Right: “It took

some manchild using

Legos to do it, but finally

someone gets the dynamic 

of lesbian relationships right.”

A key part of Eylar’s artistry is

how he lights and photographs his

tableaus. His tools? A basic point-and-shoot camera, a $10 Ikea

lamp and a $5 flashlight.

“It’s very Roger Corman-like filmmaking,” Eylar said. 

All the notoriety was unplanned and has been a fun ride, 

he allowed. But Eylar’s aspirations are still fired by the scenes 

he crafts on his laptop, not on his desktop. 

“My dream job is screenwriter,” he said. “That hasn’t changed.”

A recent Google 

search of “Alex Eylar” 

and “Lego” returned 

51,500 results.

Story by Dennis Arp

Photos by Sarah Lee ’12

�
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After Like Crazy, the film he co-wrote,
won the Grand Jury Prize and a 
$4 million deal from Paramount, 
the Sundance Film Festival became 
“an unexplainable mix of emotions,” 
says Ben York Jones ’07.
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The big news out of Utah’s annual Sundance Film Festival earlier this year was 

the $4 million distribution deal by Paramount Pictures for the Grand Jury Prize-

winning film Like Crazy, a double pat on the back for Chapman University alumnus

Ben York Jones ’07, who co-wrote the script and plays a bit role.

But that deal obscured other hot Chapman news at Sundance: Four films involving

graduates of the Dodge College of Film and Media Arts made it into the highly competitive

festival for independent films. Beginning with the 2008 festival, no fewer than 13 films

with Dodge roots have screened at Sundance. 

Sundance is becoming crazy successful for 

Dodge College alumni, including Ben York Jones ’07.

By Scott Martelle
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For Jones, the good showing by

Chapman alumni at the 2011 Sundance is

a harbinger of things to come. He believes

that as the Dodge program grows — and

the ranks of the alumni increase — it will

make even stronger showings.

“Dodge is still a young school, and it’s

fantastic if three or four (alumni) have films

at Sundance,” he says, “but let’s get 20.” 

Sundance was a whirlwind experience

for Jones. He co-wrote Like Crazy with

boyhood friend Drake Doremus, who

grew up in Santa Ana as Jones was

growing up in Irvine, both within a 

few miles of Chapman. They first hit

Sundance in 2010 with the film

Douchebag, a title Jones said their

producer came up with to draw attention

to a low-budget project with an unknown

cast. Positive critical reception for that

movie led them to quickly write and

create Like Crazy, the story of a young

American man and his British girlfriend

separated when her U.S. visa is revoked.

Jones says they submitted Like Crazy

to the 2011 Sundance expecting, if it was

accepted at all, to be slotted in the “New

Frontier” category, a showcase grouping

outside the competition. To have the film

accepted as a “Dramatic” entry, the main

competitive category, was a validation.

Winning the Grand Jury Prize was a

surreal capstone.

Jones chronicled the experience in 

a series of blog posts for the alternative

newspaper OC Weekly, in which he

detailed the disorienting sensation of

hearing the presenter build up the

announcement by describing what the

jurors liked about the winning film. It

quickly became clear to Jones that the

presenter was describing Like Crazy.

“I well up with an unexplainable mix

of emotions,” Jones wrote. “Almost dizzy.

Time slows down.”

Then the announcement.

“Team Crazy explode out of our seats.

Jumping, howling, pure ecstasy. Validation.

Hard work. Art.”

Then champagne — and phone calls

to his parents.

All that from a guy who doesn’t even

like film festivals.

“I’m not a smile-all-the-time kind of guy,

who goes out of his way to be gregarious,”

Jones says. “I’m not schmoozer.”

Still, he managed to do some partying

anyway this year, hanging out with fellow

alumni such as Matthew Lessner ’07 and

Michael Mohan ’02, who both had films

at Sundance as directors — Lessner with

The Woods and Mohan with Ex-Sex.

“You’re there for 10 days, stuck with the

group of 15 people you worked with on

the film,” Jones says. “It was nice to be

able to jump ship and go hang out with

another film and stay at their place for 

a night or two.”

And to maintain the Chapman

connection. Jones credits his experience 

at Dodge for providing the foundation for

his burgeoning career as a screenwriter

and actor. The biggest benefit, he says,

was working with his fellow students, and

the sustenance that comes from a sense 

of shared dreams and experiences.

“The most essential part of film school

is your peers,” Jones says. “You’re forming

close friendships with people who come

from different backgrounds, and who 

are interested in film for, a lot of times,

completely different reasons, but

nonetheless are trying to make movies. That

was the most inspiring and essential part.”

Chapman at Sundance

The Grand Jury Prize for the movie Like Crazy,

co-written by Dodge College alumnus Ben York

Jones ’07, is part of a surge of good showings by

Chapman University graduates at the prestigious

Sundance Film Festival. Here’s a roundup of

recent Sundance films with Dodge connections:

2011
Ex-Sex, short film directed by Michael Mohan ’02

Like Crazy, feature film co-written by Ben York

Jones ’07 

Stones, short thesis film directed by Ty Sanga ’10

The Woods, short film directed by Matthew

Lessner ’07 (its production crew included 

a number of Dodge alumni)

2010
Douchebag, feature co-written by Jones, 

who also stars in the film

One Too Many Mornings, feature film directed 

by Mohan 

Let’s Harvest the Organs of Death Row Inmates,

short animation by Chris Weller ’05 

Lovers of Hate, feature film with actor Zach Green ’12

2009
Dirt! The Movie, feature documentary edited 

by Brian Singbiel ’04 

2008
Anvil, independent feature documentary 

with footage shot by Andrew Mueller ’03

By Modern Measure, short film directed by Lessner

Dog Lovers, short film directed by Danny Roew ’02

Fields of Fuel, feature documentary edited and 

co-produced by Tina Imahara ’96
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Like Crazy producer Jonathan Schwartz,
director Drake Doremus and writer Ben York
Jones ’07 celebrate at Sundance.

“Jumping, howling, pure ecstasy. Validation. Hard work. Art.”
BEN YORK JONES ’07, REACTING TO THE FILM HE CO-WROTE, LIKE CRAZY,

WINNING THE GRAND JURY PRIZE AT SUNDANCE[ [
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The mad scientist’s face had melted

off and he was terrorizing everyone

else around the laboratory. But that

wasn’t the problem. That bit of digitized

wickedness was exactly what the two

student video game inventors envisioned

for their antagonist in the virtual world

unfolding on their computers. No, the

trouble was the mad scientist’s skeleton. 

He didn’t have one, and it was making 

him a little flighty.

“Modeling the characters is hard. I’m

trying to put skeletons in so they don’t fly all

over the place,” says Brian Rechenmacher ’13,

a sophomore digital arts major enrolled 

in the interterm course Introduction to the

Game Industry. Rechenmacher and his

classmate, freshman history major Anthony

Young, were toiling away in a computer lab

all month to create their own video game

in a class taught by Adam Rote, assistant

professor, Dodge College of Film and

Media Arts.

Luckily, they had plenty of time to

focus on the project and master sophisticated

video game software and improve on the

spineless scientist they had imagined. That’s

because interterm is an intensive four-week

session between the traditional fall and

spring semesters when the university offers

an array of courses uniquely suited to an

intense blast of study, and at no additional

cost if students are enrolled full time in the

fall and spring terms.

The winter interterm tradition dates 

to 1971 and is much beloved at Chapman.

Courses can be quirky but demanding.

Students take one course and typically 

have class four to five days a week and 

At Chapman, classes

offered between

semesters provide 

a unique dose of

academic exploration.

By Dawn Bonker

CHAPMAN now

“The main purpose of 

interterm is to allow the 

faculty to offer some innovative

classes, something they want 

to try, something new that they 

have not done before.”
RAYMOND SFEIR, PH.D., VICE CHANCELLOR 

FOR ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION

[ [

A TERM
ALL ITS OWN

The Environmental Science 227 course takes
students to the Galapagos, where they get 

an up-close look at giant tortoises.
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in some pretty hefty time chunks — 

entire mornings or afternoons. It’s a 

unique opportunity for students and

faculty, says Raymond Sfeir, Ph.D., vice

chancellor for academic administration.

“The main purpose of interterm is to

allow the faculty to offer some innovative

classes, something they want to try,

something new that they have not done

before,” Dr. Sfeir says. In recent years some

general education classes have been added

to the schedule to meet student and family

needs for early graduation or a time to

catch up on units, Dr. Sfeir says, but that 

is not its emphasis.

It’s always been an ideal time for travel

courses, too. Donald Booth, Ph.D., professor,

Argyros School of Business and Economics,

recalls leading a trip in 1971 to the former

Soviet Union in the dead of winter. During

the most recent interterm, there were more

than a dozen travel trips underway, ranging

from a documentary team filming on location

at Mount Kilimanjaro to a finance class

“It’s a lot of studio time,

really super concentrated. You

get really into it. For this type 

of class you’ve got to be a little

bit of a risk-taker, break the

inhibitions, let yourself go,”

Professor Cooper says.

Meanwhile, students in

Introduction to American Politics,

taught by Lori Cox Han, Ph.D.,

professor, Department of

Political Science, were preparing for their

final project — a hands-on, work-the-room

policy-making simulation. The students

played all the major politicos of the moment

and attempted to pass an education reform

bill over the course of two long evenings.

Students in French 346, taught by John

Boitano, Ph.D., associate professor,

Department of Languages, were trying 

to solve a murder mystery in French,

minding their verbs and subjunctive 

tenses as they filled out police reports,

interview suspects and tried to figure out

“It’s beneficial to have concentrated

attention on this. They can see the

similarities in the readings. Students can do

both the experiential learning and critical

reflection” without the juggling of other

coursework, says Glaser, Ph.D., assistant

professor, Department of English.

Indeed, some of the tasks Dr. Glaser’s

students set for themselves, like living a

visiting Wall Street for tours and interviews.

But the majority of the 2,700 students

enrolled in the optional session were on

campus, working on projects that might be

unwieldy or lose intensity in a traditional

semester. It’s just the thing for an art class,

says adjunct professor Brian Cooper, 

who teaches Experimental Drawing. His

students unpacked their supplies at 9 a.m.

and settled in for a marathon of work that

lasts until 2:30 p.m.

how the victim’s lipstick ended up on 

the coffee cup of a certain man in town.

And in his Environmental Life Writing

interterm course Professor Brian Glaser

immersed students in that genre of writing

about a personal experience with the

environment — from Thoreau’s Walden

to Doug Fine’s Farewell, My Subaru — 

and also challenged them to spend a 

week doing something similar and 

writing about it.

week without a car, convenience foods or

electric lighting, were taxing. Junior creative

writing major Matthew Fons ’12, for one,

was trying to get through just one week on

food that had only one layer of packaging.

He lamented the loss of boxed teabags and

joked that he foresaw a week-long diet 

of bananas and cranberries.

That’s the interterm experience for you.

Intense, creative, immersive and, on occasion,

slightly bananas.

Introduction to the Game Industry and Experimental Drawing are among the interterm classes that give Chapman students such as Caroline Juen ’11,
right, a chance to focus more narrowly on a specific academic pursuit.

In the Environmental Life Writing course,
students read everything from Thoreau’s 

Walden to Doug Fine’s Farewell, My Subaru.
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When the breakthrough muse

arrives, it’s not always

heralded with trumpets 

and bells. Sometimes it’s with the rumble

of a synthesizer.

For Henry Allen ’11 it turned up 

one evening as he tinkered with his

synthesizers, mixers, computer software

and assorted tools that bring electronic

tunes to life. A mere homework

assignment, no less, for the electronic

music class he and pal Preston Walker ’11

were taking in the College of Performing

Arts at Chapman University. 

But as Walker trudged up the stairs of

their rented condo that night his step

quickened when his ears caught

something special.

“I heard this really grimy synthesizer

sound coming from Henry’s room and 

I thought, ‘That’s it.’ It was kind of 

a breakthrough,” Walker says.

“Oh, yeah, I remember that,” Allen says.

Oh, yeah, indeed. Now Allen, a guitar

performance major, and Walker, a public

relations/advertising major, make up the

two-man electronic music band Virtual

Boy and are enjoying a booming music

career well before graduation. The pair

play clubs nearly every weekend, earn

enthusiastic reviews from top music critics

and in February released recordings on

Alpha Pup Records, a hothouse of young

electronic artists delivering a new genre 

of music that the Los Angeles Times called

“the most exciting sounds on the planet.”

Times music writer Jeff Weiss called

Virtual Boy’s music “a collision course 

of futuristic metal machine music with

old-world orchestral qualities. The songs

move in sweeping gestures and grand

movements which suggest that Virtual

Boy is equally adept at pleasing both 

sit-down crowds and beat junkies.”

ORIGINAL SYNTH
As the electronica band Virtual Boy, 

two Chapman music students are breaking

new ground and building a big following.

By Dawn Bonker

CHAPMAN now

The music of Henry Allen ’11, left, and Preston Walker ’11
is almost too new to name, the students say.
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The music that Allen and Walker say

is almost too new to name is a fusion of

hip-hop, engineered sounds spun from

computer software, electronics, traditional

instrumentation and vocals tweaked with

voice boxes and synthesizers. And it’s all

created from a makeshift garage studio that

has been known to rattle the neighbors’

walls and elicit more than a few complaint

notices from the management.

But those booming low tones and

sweeping electronic arrangements are 

the sounds of talent, says Professor Steve

Napela, who has taught electronic music

at Chapman for five years.

“I’ve had some really remarkable

students, but I knew these guys were

special. There’s a passion that really 

shines through,” says Professor Napela, 

an accomplished electronic musician who

has worked with the L.A. Philharmonic

and performed at Walt Disney Concert

Hall, the Getty Museum and The Do Lab

Stage at Coachella 2007.

Napela was struck by the students’

energy and enthusiasm early that semester.

The first week of class he mentioned 

a store selling the latest and greatest

electronic music gear. Sure enough, 

Allen and Walker made a run and arrived

back at the next class meeting toting a

just-released whiz-bang oscillator.

“They were immediately recording 

it into their music and making all these

crazy sounds. I thought OK, these guys

are special. I’m in trouble. I better keep my

eyes on them,” Nalepa says with a laugh.

The musical genre that is Virtual Boy’s

new world springs largely from the L.A.

and West Coast dance club scene, with the

Chapman students distinguishing themselves

via a sophisticated musicality that echoes

their classical-music training, Napela says.

Allen has studied classical guitar since high

school; Walker, although a public relations/

advertising major, attends Chapman on a

vocal scholarship and performs with the

Chapman University Choir, which toured

Italy in 2008 and sang before Pope

Benedict XVI in the Sistine Chapel.

“I think their classical-music training

has given them this confidence and almost

fearlessness when they approach this stuff.

It really sets them apart. A lot of musical

groups don’t have that. Preston and Henry

are approaching this with a whole tool box

that a lot of people don’t have,” Napela says.

Allen and Walker get that now, and

even play it up — their new release with

Alpha Pup is titled Symphony Number

None. But that wasn’t always the case.

Before the two were conscious of it, other

listeners heard traces of classical traditions

in their music, which includes orchestration

and hints of Bach and Mozart. That was

their schooling piping up, they say.

“When you’re trained in music you’re

going to automatically think differently

than someone who just listens to pop

music. We didn’t even realize we were

doing that until people told us,” Allen said.

“With our newest album I think we pushed

the classical envelope even further.”

After graduation, they look forward to

going full time with the music and moving

their workspace out of their condo garage

and into a studio where they will start

working on a full-length album and add

even more tour dates to their schedule. Their

club dates pay well and will support that

new studio, they’ve assured their parents.

That should make everyone happy —

even the neighbors.

“The most exciting sounds on the planet.”
LOS ANGELES TIMES[ [
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Making a test of a hypothesis is in a way 

a more noble enterprise than asking the

hypothesis itself,” Dr. Wright said.

Science itself may need to expand to

tackle such complex questions, said Menas

Kafatos, Ph.D., dean of Schmid College 

and Fletcher Jones Endowed Professor 

of Computational Physics. Dean Kafatos

suggested that a far deeper study of

mathematics as the language of nature

might be the next branch of science the

world needs.

“We need to think of a science that

allows us as observers to be an integral part

of what we’re trying to study,” he said. “I

believe that ultimately we need to go deeper

into the mathematical structure and the

language of nature, which is mathematical.”

“The Nature of Reality” was organized

by the Schmid College of Science in

partnership with Dodge College of Film 

and Media Arts and the Wilkinson College

of Humanities and Social Sciences 

at Chapman.

Also on the panel were Carmichael

Peters, Ph.D., assistant professor,

Department of Religious Studies, Wilkinson

College; Stuart Hameroff, M.D., emeritus

professor of anesthesiology and psychology

at the University of Arizona and well-known

expert on consciousness; Leonard

Mlodinow, Ph.D., Caltech physicist and 

co-author with Stephen Hawking of 

The Grand Design; Henry Stapp, Ph.D.,

physicist at the Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory and expert on the

nature of consciousness as seen through

quantum mechanics; and Jim Walsh,

founder and chairman of the board of

Human Energy System Alliance.

Chapman Chancellor Daniele Struppa

moderated. 

criticism of his past-lives theories, quipped:

“I’ve had this argument with him in

previous lifetimes.”

The lion’s share of the discussion,

though, focused on whether quantum

physics and the scientific method’s

fundamental ways of studying observable

conditions can be applied to questions

Turns out there is, at least when that

panel includes scholars willing to consider

differing ideas about the nature of the

universe and ways of thinking about

humanity’s place in it.

The audience that filled Folino Theater

at Chapman University on March 31 for

“The Nature of Reality,” a panel discussion

about unseen or greater forces consciously

influencing the universe. That scientific

method must be foremost, even if interesting

theories are trumped by measurable results,

forcing researchers back to the proverbial

drawing board, said William Wright, Ph.D.,

associate professor, School of Earth and

Environmental Sciences at Chapman’s

Schmid College of Science.

“What can I do to test my hypothesis?

that included spiritual writer Dr. Deepak

Chopra and Michael Shermer, Ph.D.,

founder of Skeptic magazine, burst into

laughter several times during the evening.

Dr. Shermer, prone to head-shaking

when Dr. Chopra explains his thinking

about a motivated energy or force guiding

the universe, said: “Baloney. The key word

here is baloney.”

Dr. Chopra, responding to Dr. Shermer’s

SEARCH FOR REALITY COMES WITH A SENSE OF HUMOR 

Spiritual writer Deepak Chopra, left, and Skeptic magazine founder Michael Shermer have clashed
often enough that Dr. Chopra quipped, “I’ve had this argument with him in previous lifetimes.”

CHAPMAN now

Is there room for humor in a panel discussion about whether human
consciousness is just neural fireworks or part of a transcendent and
evolving universe?
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WHEN ABRAHAM LINCOLN STEPPED TO THE STAND ON THE CAPITOL STEPS TO

DELIVER HIS FIRST INAUGURAL ADDRESS ON MARCH 4, 1861, HE LAUNCHED MORE

THAN HIS OWN PRESIDENCY. HE ALSO SIGNALED THE START OF AN EDUCATIONAL

EXPLORATION AN ENTIRE CONTINENT AWAY — A VENTURE IN HIGHER EDUCATION

THAT WOULD EVENTUALLY BECOME CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY.

THE 150-YEAR HISTORY OF CHAPMAN THAT BEGAN WITH THE SYMBOLICALLY

SYNCHRONOUS FOUNDING OF HESPERIAN COLLEGE IN WOODLAND, CALIFORNIA

IS RICH WITH VIBRANT MOMENTS, DYNAMIC PROGRAMS AND TRANSFORMATIVE

FIGURES. ON THE PAGES THAT FOLLOW, WE EXPLORE A HANDFUL OF THESE 

CHAPMAN STORIES.

DURING THIS SESQUICENTENNIAL YEAR, CHAPMAN MAGAZINE IS SEEKING TO

BRING SOME PERSPECTIVE TO THE UNIVERSITY’S JOURNEY. AFTER FOCUSING ON

CHAPMAN’S YESTERYEARS IN THIS SPRING ISSUE, OUR COVER SECTION THIS SUMMER

WILL TAP THE ENERGY OF THE PRESENT, WITH THE FALL MAGAZINE PEERING INTO

A PROMISING FUTURE.

WE’RE EAGER FOR YOU TO JOIN US ON THIS ADVENTURE. TELL US WHAT YOU

THINK AND WHAT YOU’D LIKE TO SEE BY EMAILING PR@CHAPMAN.EDU. AND FOR

MORE ON THE 150TH CELEBRATION, VISIT WWW.CHAPMAN.EDU/150. 

Chapman aT150
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
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The history of Chapman University 

is a part of the larger history of

California and the American West.

In the mid-1800s, as the Gold Rush drew

hopeful prospectors to California in search

of a better life, farmers, teachers and churches

followed, and new towns and schools

sprang up. One of these towns was Yolo

City, located about 15 miles northwest of

Sacramento. Founded in 1850, the year

California gained its statehood and the year

after gold was discovered at Sutter’s Mill, Yolo

City — renamed Woodland in 1861 — was

established as a trading center for one of

the richest cropland regions in the state.

At the same time as the Gold Rush, there

came a flood of settlers into California

imbued with the strong religious spirit that

was sweeping the nation in a movement

referred to as the Great Western Revival or

the Second Great Awakening. A Protestant

group called the Disciples of Christ placed

high value on religious and educational

freedom, and felt that it was their duty to

open a college. Their concept of education

was radical and unfamiliar for the times: they

believed that men, women and all races and

faiths should be served by higher education.

The Disciples opened many schools,

colleges and Bible institutions throughout

the 18th and 19th centuries, including

Transylvania College (Kentucky, 1780), Hiram

College (Ohio, 1850), Butler University

(Indiana, 1855), Eureka College (Illinois,

1855), Texas Christian University (Texas,

1873) and Drake University (Iowa, 1881).

The first school opened by the Disciples

in California was a small institution in

Woodland called Hesperian College — the

historic and direct predecessor of Chapman

University. (“Hesperian” comes from the

Latin “hesperius,” relating to the West, and

has come to refer to the tradition of Western

culture as a whole, so it was an apt name on

both counts.) The school opened on March 4,

Student life tilted toward austerity at Hesperian College 
in the 1860s, but there were still opportunities for fun.

Hesperian College admitted
women at a time when
many schools did not.

IN THE BEGINNING

Latin and Greek were offered, as well as music, 
mathematics, penmanship, sacred literature, elocution, 
natural science, astronomy and engineering. The public 

was invited to observe examinations (entertainment options 
in 1860s California were apparently quite limited).[ [

By Mary Platt 
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1861 — the same day that a tall Illinois

lawyer was taking his first oath of office 

as U.S. president in Washington, D.C. 

The Disciples greatly admired Abraham

Lincoln, and in particular his ideas about

social justice and the equality of all human

beings. It was not by happenstance that

Hesperian College was co-educational,

admitting women at a time when many

schools did not. Classes in the later 

1800s at Hesperian also included Asian

students (the Disciples maintained a strong

missionary presence in the Philippines) 

and may have included some African

American students as well. Education, the

Disciples believed, was the great equalizer

and uplifter, and all human beings were

individually beloved by God. 

Hesperian was called a “college,” but 

in reality it was more of an advanced high

school academy, at least during its early

years. Course offerings were limited. Latin

and Greek were offered, of course (all

educated people, at the time, had to be

competent in these two ancient languages),

as well as music, mathematics, penmanship,

sacred literature, elocution, natural science,

astronomy and engineering. Grading 

was based on written essays and oral

declamations, and the public was invited 

(free of charge) to observe the examinations.

(Entertainment options in 1860s California

were apparently quite limited.)

If you were a Hesperian student in

1861, most likely you would have boarded

at the college in a small room. You would

have been required to attend church 

every Sunday — though, according to the

Disciples’ rather liberal philosophy, it didn’t

have to be a Disciples church. No firearms

were permitted at the college, nor were

“intoxicating liquors,” cards or other

gambling games, profanity or tobacco.

Dancing was not allowed, nor were outside

visitors without prior school approval, and

you were forbidden to attend any “saloon,

ball, horse race or any other improper

place of amusement.” Records indicate a

few students were expelled from Hesperian 

for flaunting these rules. 

A bell rang each night (probably around

8 p.m.) to signal students it was time to go

to their rooms and study before turning in.

A strict rule of quiet was maintained in

classrooms — you would have been

forbidden to talk or even whisper to

classmates while the instructor was

speaking. And “keeping company with the

opposite sex”? You needed permission for

that from one of your instructors. (Still,

some romance must have occurred — 

have not survived, but there are existing

photographs of a team of young men 

in soccer-like uniforms, holding an 

odd-shaped football. 

A Hesperian Alumni Association was

established by the Class of 1881, and

according to records, most of the college’s

alumni were farmers. Some had become

Disciples ministers, and the rest were

bankers, merchants and teachers among

other professions.

Hesperian College closed in 1895, its

ranks diminished by California’s establishment

of free public education, and its assets were

transferred to Berkeley Bible Seminary in 

the Bay Area. The next chapters in the history

of Chapman University would closely follow

the major population movements in the 

state, as Southern California boomed and 

the assets of the college eventually moved 

to Los Angeles (as California School 

of Christianity) in 1920, and then, as

Chapman College, to Orange in 1954 just 

as population growth and development 

were taking off in Orange County.

But the epic history of Chapman really

began at a little college in the north called

Hesperian, and these strong and sturdy 

roots will never be forgotten.

of the 1,232 students who attended the 

co-educational college between 1862 and

1877, 658 were men and 574 were women

— a pretty even balance for the era.)

But there was fun to be had even with 

all these restrictions, and there were many

diverting activities. Hesperian College was

quite a center of culture in Woodland, and

the various college musical organizations

were kept busy entertaining the town

residents. The glee clubs performed at 

the Woodland Opera House as well as 

at the college, and literary societies like the

Zenobians and the Adelphois held lectures

and discussions on campus and in town.

College sporting organizations like the 

YMCA held games and meets. It’s not clear

exactly what all the sports were, as records

Source material for this story came from Hesperian College papers in the Frank Mt. Pleasant Library of Archives and Special

Collections at Chapman University and from Fulfilling a Dream: The History of Chapman University by Louise Booth, 2001. 

Engraving of Hesperian College with 
the cork trees planted to provide shade.
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In the early part of the 19th century, 

a group with a new way of thinking

about its Christian faith moved across

the American heartland. Members had a

passion for reason and intellectual discourse.

They sought to overcome the divisions

within Christianity — at least among its

Protestant manifestations — yet ended 

up being another separate denomination.

The group has come to be known as the

Disciples of Christ (Christian Church).

Like so many in the late 1840s,

Disciples headed west for California,

spurred by visions of gold. Some settled in

Woodland in Yolo County, where they built

homes, started a congregation and within 

a few years, founded a school. Hesperian

College opened its doors on March 4, 1861.

The Disciples’ critical role in developing

what has grown to become Chapman

University is just the first measure of their

contribution to the richness of campus life.

Members have been here for the school

throughout its evolving history, and still 

are today, as Disciples on Campus (DOC)

students take on leadership roles that

reflect their commitment to service and

spiritual growth. Their impact is such 

that Don Will, Ph.D., associate dean of

Wilkinson College of Humanities and

Social Sciences at Chapman, calls these

students “the leaven of the university.”

The Disciples’ influence was strong

even as Hesperian College’s fortunes waned,

causing leaders to close the school and 

use its assets to begin a new one, Berkeley

Bible Seminary, in 1896.

Meanwhile, a movement to open 

a college in Southern California, led by

Disciples ministers and lay leaders, was

beginning. This dream was introduced in

1909 and was quickly galvanized by Charles

C. Chapman of Fullerton, prominent orange

grower and trusted leader of Disciples in the

region. The college effort stalled for some

years due to an economic downturn and

World War I, but was soon resurrected. In

early 1919, Chapman challenged Disciples

to match his gift of $400,000. And they did

— 4,441 “founders” oversubscribed this goal.

Though the Berkeley Bible Seminary did

not survive, in 1920 its assets, books and

one faculty member were transferred south

to support the Los Angeles effort. Classes

began in September of that year in the

Wilshire Boulevard Christian Church.

The majority of the students were young

adults from Disciples congregations. Many

of the professors were clergy, often having

graduated from other Disciples colleges. 

The college required study of Christianity,

and attendance at the weekly chapel service

was mandatory.

Becoming Chapman College in 1934, 

as a tribute to Charles Chapman, was a

bright spot in a troubled decade. The Great

Depression was devastating, resulting in

fewer students and contributors. Floods 

and an earthquake damaged sections of 

the campus, and there was no money for

repairs. Though Chapman College was

beloved by Disciples, congregations also

were struggling. Debt mounted.

Charles Chapman knew that difficult

times required younger and more able

leadership. He saw the qualities the college

needed in another Disciples businessman,

J.E. Wilkinson. When Chapman retired as

chairman of the board in 1939 at age 86,

Wilkinson was elected. He served as

chairman for 23 years. Since 1937 there 

has been a member of the Wilkinson family

on the Board of Trustees: J.E. was succeeded

‘The Leaven of the University’
From the start, Disciples of Christ members have 
brought vibrancy to campus life.
By the Rev. Nancy Brink, Director of Church Relations, Chapman University

The most visible reminder of the spiritual pillar at Chapman is the Fish Interfaith Center
and Wallace All Faiths Chapel at the center of campus.
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by his son, Harmon ’35; Harmon has been

succeeded by his daughter, Karen ’69.

After World War II, there was a new

sense of optimism at Chapman. People from

beyond Disciples came to the school, many

supported by the G.I. Bill. Seeking room to

expand, trustees looked for a new site for

the campus. Willis Whitaker, pastor of First

Christian Church of Orange, told President

George N. Reeves that the old Orange High

School building and grounds were for sale. 

In 1954, Chapman College moved to

Orange, then a town of about 13,000. The

old cornerstone was moved and the town

and county embraced their new college.

During this era, Disciples were well

represented in leadership roles among

students, faculty, staff and trustees. 

Among them were Ernie Chapman ’33,

Bert Williams ’35, George Argyros ’59,

Merle ’40 and Marjorie Fish, Julian ’41 

and Gloria Peterson ’40, Ray and Pauline

Wallace, Emery Owens, Paul Delp ’28, 

Jim Miller, Cameron and Jane Sinclair, 

Fred Francis, Jack ’42 and Frances Duddy,

Dennis and Mary Lou Savage ’48 and

Dennis Short ’64 (MA ’85), who served 

as chaplain from 1975 to 1991. 

But in the decades after the ’50s, there

was a noticeable shift. When the Rev. Ben

Bohren became director of church relations

in 1987, he could find only eight Disciples

students on campus. The college’s connection

to the church was slipping away, and Bohren

was determined to usher in a new era. He

developed the student ministry, Disciples

on Campus, which continues to this day.

He secured extra scholarship support 

to bring the brightest and best Disciples

youth from across the country. By the time

he left, Savage had worked with Fahmy and

Donna Attallah ’61 to endow the church

relations position. The Rev. Dan Oliver

came in 1997 and continued to expand 

the program, securing endowment for an

associate director, a position currently held

by Cisa Payuyo. A decision was made to

include Disciples’ partner denomination,

the United Church of Christ, giving the

same scholarship support to their students.

In 2010 Chapman was listed as a United

Church of Christ university.

Now the most visible reminder of the

spiritual pillar of Chapman University is 

the Fish Interfaith Center and Wallace 

All Faiths Chapel at the center of campus.

The Wallace All Faiths Chapel is a vibrant

and elegant space for worship and

gatherings of all kinds and extends

Today the number of Disciples on Campus

students is just under 100. They come from

14 states, and two are international students.

DOC students continue to be some of the

strongest leaders in all aspects of campus 

life. Because of their academic strength, 

they continue to win a large number of

student awards.

Our chapel and DOC students are visible

reminders of our Disciples of Christ founders.

What is often invisible is how our vision of

unity, our passion for education and academic

freedom, our concern for the whole person 

is deeply embedded in the DNA of Chapman.

We have upheld the conviction that there is 

a spiritual pillar to the educational process

that recognizes human dignity and worth 

and helps those who seek it to connect to

“the more” dimension of life.

Tucked in the corner of the Fish Interfaith

Center is the peaceful Wilkinson Founders

Chapel. The table in the chapel has the

hospitable space to people of all religious

traditions. Opened in 2004, this chapel

began as Flora Scott Wilkinson’s dream. 

A few years before she died in 1967, she

started a chapel fund. At her death, her

husband, J.E. Wilkinson, asked that

memorial gifts be made to this fund so 

that one day her dream could be realized.

Disciples Chalice symbol inlaid, a reminder

of a people of vision, tenacity and courage.

Chapman University would not be here today

if it had not been for these people of deep faith

and strong character. They gave sacrificially.

They did not give up when the obstacles were

daunting. They said, “Let the people come.” 

And they have.

The Rev. Dennis Short, left, chaplain on campus
from 1975 to 1991, shares a light moment 
with Disciples of Christ students.

Students put their heads together during a Disciples of Christ Leadership Board retreat in 2006.
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For all of C.C. Chapman’s success as a

titan of commerce and philanthropy,

his career might have traveled a far

different path had he been able to scrape

together the grand sum of $100 at a key

crossroads in his life.

The son of poor but devout members 

of the Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)

in Macomb, Ill., Charles Clarke Chapman

was 19 when a church elder encouraged

him to enroll at nearby Eureka College 

and take up the ministry. 

“To do this, however, required 100

dollars, which I was unable to raise and

was therefore compelled to abandon the

idea,” Chapman wrote in his autobiography

decades later. “God perhaps thought I would

be more useful as a businessman; in any

event, I did not soon forget the incident.”

Just as the university that bears his name

will not soon forget the contributions of

one of its most important founding figures.

Though his own formal education

stopped at the sixth grade, C.C. Chapman

became a dominant force in the life of 

a school that would become Chapman

University. From his first challenge gift 

of $50,000 in 1912 to his two decades of

service as president of the Board of Trustees

to his pivotal challenge of $400,000 in 1919,

Chapman exerted an unrivaled influence.

And his support never wavered, even as 

his own financial situation suffered during

the Great Depression. He even envisioned

university status in the college’s future.

Not one for grandstanding, Chapman

assessed his skills simply, saying that his

“enthusiasm and experience in handling

groups of people … usually enabled me to

quickly create a lively interest in giving.”

Master builder and grower Charles C. Chapman 
helps make a ‘happy dream’ come true.
By Brett Fisher and Randolph Boyd 

FOUNDING FATHER

“As I prospered, I tried to share with 
others a measure of my prosperity,” said

Charles C. Chapman, the university’s namesake. 
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It doesn’t take a great leap to surmise

that his success in managing group dynamics

dated to his childhood, since he was one 

of 10 children in the bustling household 

of parents Sydney Smith and Rebecca Jane

Clarke Chapman. 

From an early age, C.C. did not rely 

on his parents for money but instead sold

apples at the local train station and worked

as a messenger for the local telegraph office.

By age 23, Chapman — a relative of John

Chapman, the legendary “Johnny Appleseed”

— was expanding his own sphere of

influence. He started working for his

mother’s brother, J.J. Clarke, traveling

throughout McDonough County, Ill. to

secure orders for his uncle’s book on the

county’s history. 

He eventually branched out, gathering,

writing and publishing Illinois County

histories. Eventually his brother Frank

joined him in the endeavor, which led 

to ventures in publishing and later real

estate development. 

After C.C.’s wife, Lizzie, contracted

tuberculosis in 1890, the couple moved 

to California for the warmer, drier climate

and to pursue economic opportunities.

They eventually settled in Fullerton on a

farm he named Santa Ysabel. After Lizzie’s

death in 1894 and Chapman’s second

marriage to Clara Irvin in 1898, he amicably

separated his business interests from those

of his brother.

Chapman was active in local affairs; he

helped establish the First Christian Church

of Fullerton and was elected Fullerton’s 

first mayor in 1904. He also promoted the

Valencia orange as a cash crop, helping 

to pioneer the citrus industry in Orange

County. More success came via his real

estate investments and when oil was

discovered on his property in Fullerton.

His expanding wealth was matched 

by his generosity.

“As I prospered, I tried to share with

others a measure of my prosperity,” he said.

Chapman continued his involvement

with the Christian Church and rapidly

became an influential figure able to convince

others of the need for a Christian college 

in Southern California.

The Southern California Disciples, with

Chapman as an integral figure, made a

public call in 1909 for the new school and

negotiated to have the assets of the Berkeley

Bible Seminary (originally Hesperian College)

moved to Southern California to help

establish it. In 1919, an agreement

was reached and funding was

matched to open the California

School of Christianity in 1920.

Chapman played a key role

in funding this endeavor. 

The school held its

first classes in the

Wilshire Boulevard

Christian Church before moving to a brand

new campus at 766 N. Vermont Ave. in 1921.

The name was changed to California

Christian College in 1923. 

In 1933, Chapman suffered a stroke 

that forced him to miss many meetings 

of the school’s trustees, and during this

absence a new name was proposed:

Chapman College. The decision was kept

secret from Chapman and announced as 

a tribute at Commencement in 1934.

In his autobiography, Chapman wrote,

“While I appreciate the honor of having an

institution of higher education bear my

name, I can frankly say that I was partial to

the name California Christian College. …”

“The new name, however, is like a

happy dream to me.” 

Successes blessed C.C. Chapman in a

way that enabled him to help and inspire

people. When he saw that something

needed to be done, he challenged others,

asking that his gifts be matched before they

could be realized.

He also had a knack for clearly explaining

his vision, and then melding that vision with

those of others. Though he died in 1944, a

decade before the school’s move to Orange

and 47 years before it became a university,

C.C. Chapman’s influence continues to be

felt on campus.

In 1926, students of California Christian

College dedicated their yearbook to Charles

Clarke Chapman, but their words still resonate

today. “(He) dreamed dreams … and then

so willingly gave of his time and money to

make those dreams come true, thus making

it possible for us to find our place in life

and to become better fitted for that place.”

“(He) dreamed dreams ... and then so willingly gave of his 
time and money to make those dreams come true.”

STUDENTS DEDICATED THE 1926 YEARBOOK TO CHARLES CLARKE CHAPMAN[ [

C.C. Chapman with his first wife, Lizzie, and their daughter, Ethel. After contracting tuberculosis,
Lizzie passed away in 1894, just four years after the family’s move to California.

Business success followed C.C. Chapman’s 
move to this home in Fullerton.
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Memories of intrepid adventures
ripple through Chapman’s history.
By Steven K. Wagner

In Chapman University’s 150-year history,

few programs have been as visible, far-

reaching and impactful as Semester at Sea.

In fact, Semester at Sea, originally known as

University of the Seven Seas and later World

Campus Afloat, exists on a broad scale largely

due to Chapman, which became the first

academic sponsor in 1965 and remained so

for a decade — until it discontinued its official

affiliation in 1975. Chapman returned to the

fold in 2007 when it signed an affiliation

agreement with the nonprofit Institute for

Shipboard Education (ISE), which had taken

over the program after Chapman carried it

to international prominence.

Today, students still speak of life-

changing adventures as they spend a

semester studying and cruising around 

the world, stopping at venues ranging

from Nassau, the Bahamas, to Cape Town,

South Africa, to Singapore.

“Semester at Sea began at Chapman

University — we’re the birthplace,” said

James J. Coyle, Ph.D., director of global

education. “Especially during the 1960s

and 1970s, Chapman College was known

globally for that program, whose goal

remains to expose students to multiple

cultures as they travel around the world.

It’s still one of our most popular programs.”
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Nobody knows that better than Lloyd

Lewan, Ph.D., founding and longtime

executive dean for the program and

chairman of the board emeritus for ISE.

“Chapman was the pioneer,” he said.

“The university took on incredible risk with

the administrative and legal responsibilities

it assumed. The program would never

have started without Chapman.”

According to Lewan, that risk may have

prompted Chapman to divest itself of the

program in 1975, although through the

years it continued to offer a limited number

of student scholarships. While the University

of Virginia is the current academic sponsor,

Chapman’s student enrollment in the

program is among the highest of any

school. Often, dozens of students enroll

in the semester-long program, whose

itinerary changes slightly from year to

year; Chapman instructors also participate.

“I’ve completed more than 20 voyages,

and I’ve never met a student who wasn’t

significantly impacted by the experience,”

said Lewan. “For many of them it’s really

an introduction to the world.”

One such student is senior Shauna

Fleming ’11, a public relations/advertising

major who participated in the program in

2010. Fleming studied photography, global

studies, marketing and anthropology while

aboard the MV Explorer, which circled the

globe with nearly 600 students aboard —

28 from Chapman. Her itinerary included

stops in Ghana, South Africa, China and India.

“I don’t think anyone really realizes the

true impact something like this can have,”

said Fleming. “Chapman encourages

students to become global citizens, and

what better way than to board a ship 

and circumnavigate the globe?”

To participate, a grade point average of

3.0 or better is required and normal tuition

costs apply; however, state and federal

tuition assistance helps offset those costs

and one scholarship is available each

semester, Dr. Coyle said. For Fleming,

every dollar was well spent — as a result 

of her experience, she may teach abroad

before settling down in her chosen field.

An earlier participant was Angie Miller

’82, a former Alumni Association board

member who now owns Miller & Associates,

a Laguna Beach advertising agency. Miller

enrolled at Chapman in part because of 

the Semester at Sea program, finding it 

a perfect fit for her major — fine arts —

and completing her semester aboard the 

SS Universe in 1981.

“Being on board the ship exposed me to

a huge diversity of people and had a direct

impact on me becoming an entrepreneur,”

Miller said. “It gave me some good contacts

that have benefited me in many ways

through the years.”

She added, “As a fine arts major, being

able to visit the various countries and being

exposed to what we were learning was just

fantastic. It was an amazing experience.”

Brian Collier ’71, who majored in

economics/business administration, also 

has a special appreciation for the program.

The current Alumni Association member

participated in 1969 and 1970 and was

deeply touched by the needs of the people 

he met in other countries. So touched, in fact,

that he has traveled abroad many times since

then, helping people with serious medical

needs visit the U.S. for treatment.

“At Chapman, students are taught to 

give back,” he said, adding that World

Campus Afloat opened his eyes.

“On my first trip we provided money 

to build a house for the headmaster of a

school in Kenya, and the next year we

brought the school a full palette of books,”

Collier said. “We were able to see the finished

house and to really understand what it’s 

like to participate in a meaningful project 

that ultimately was completed. For me 

the program was life-altering.”

“Chapman encourages students to become 
global citizens, and what better way than to board 

a ship and circumnavigate the globe?”
SHAUNA FLEMING ’11

[ [

“I don’t think anyone really realizes the true impact something
like this can have,” says Shauna Fleming ’11, whose Semester 
at Sea took her to Brazil, among other destinations.

After her Semester at Sea, Angie Miller ’82 has remained
involved with the program and its enrichment opportunities,
including meeting Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Desmond Tutu.
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Memorial Hall was crowded on that

chilly late-fall night, as it often was

for events in the popular Artist

Lecture Series. During the 1961–62 school

year alone, the series attracted historian and

journalist William L. Shirer, poet Ogden

Nash and author Aldous Huxley, among a

handful of others. The December speaker

didn’t exactly stand out in that company.

The Ceer yearbook would later identify him

simply by name and occupation: “minister.”

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. had not yet

written his Letter from Birmingham Jail, nor

delivered his I Have a Dream speech, and

he was three years to the day from being

awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Still, for

some in the audience, the man who stepped

to the podium on Dec. 10, 1961 was already

a heroic figure. And the experience of

hearing him eloquently make the case for

racial equality, social justice and nonviolent

resistance made that evening a seminal

moment in their lives.

Dennis Short ’64 (MA ’85) and Mark

Messer ’62 are two such people.

TOWARD FREEDOM
As student chairman for the Artist

Lecture Series, Messer played a key role in

bringing King to campus. He had learned

about the emerging civil-rights leader from

articles by Glenn Smiley, who worked on

the Montgomery bus boycott, and by

reading King’s recently published book,

Stride Toward Freedom.

“I devoured that book,” said Messer,

Ph.D., who is retired from a faculty

position at UC Santa Cruz and still lives 

in that city. “King’s work and thoughts on

nonviolence and social action helped

channel the direction of my undergraduate

study” — courses in ethics and philosophy

with Dr. Bert C. Williams ’35, and in religion

with Professors Guy Davis, Ron Huntington

and James Christian.

However, Messer’s now-50-year-old

memories of King’s talk at Chapman are

“disappointingly vague,” he said. He does

recall being surprised at how respectfully

King was received by members of the

general public in conservative Orange

County, and that the speech itself was

“more of an academic treatment of

Ghandian nonviolence — its theory and

practice — than the sort of inspirational

and metaphor-embellished messages for

which he is now famous.”

After the talk came a question-and-

answer session with students and faculty,

which is even less fixed in Messer’s memory.

That’s probably because he was tasked with

fielding questions from students while

sitting next to a man he greatly admired.

“I must have been so self-conscious —

or self-absorbed — that I must confess I

draw a complete blank about this session,”

he said. “If I didn’t have the photograph

someone gave me after the event, I wouldn’t

have even remembered it was in the student

union (in what is now DeMille Hall).”

What Messer does recall with great

clarity is driving King to his hotel in 

Los Angeles when the Q&A session was

through. This was before King started

traveling with a security detail, so it was

just the civil-rights leader and the senior

sociology major alone in Messer’s yellow-

and-cream-colored ’55 Plymouth Belvedere

for the 40-minute trip to Downtown L.A.

Messer was impressed with King’s

politeness and humility as his passenger

asked him several questions about his own

SHARING THE

In the 50th anniversary
year of Dr. King’s speech
at Chapman, two alumni
tell how that night still
impacts their lives.

By Dennis Arp

“King’s work and thoughts on nonviolence and social action
helped channel the direction of my undergraduate study.”

MARK MESSER ’62[ [
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studies. Messer had just been accepted to

do graduate study at the Boston University

School of Theology, so the two talked about

King’s experience at BU, “and he offered 

me advice on what to expect.”

Then Messer mentioned he had recently

written a paper on redemptive suffering, a

concept introduced to him by King’s book.

Specifically, Messer recalls, he and King

discussed the contrast between the notion

of the redemptive quality of self-inflicted

suffering as expressed in Roman Catholic

theology, and how absorbing suffering 

from an aggressor without returning the

violence can have a redeeming effect on 

the aggressor himself.

“I was probably being self-indulgent, but

Dr. King generously left me with the feeling

that together we had engaged in a genuine

intellectual exchange,” Messer said. 

At the hotel, just before the two parted,

Messer asked King to autograph a small

paperback titled The Measure of a Man. King

wrote, “To Mark — Best wishes at Boston, with

warm personal regards, Martin Luther King.”

Messer didn’t end up doing his postgraduate

work at BU because Northwestern gave him

a more generous fellowship. But that doesn’t

qualify as a regret. This does: In an

impulsive moment seven years later, he gave

the autographed book to one of his students

‘Until the Good
Society is Realized’

Excerpts from “Racial Justice and

Nonviolent Resistance” by Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr., Dec. 10, 1961, at Chapman:

We certainly do all want to live the

well-adjusted life. … (But) may I say to

you this evening that there are some things

for which I am proud to be maladjusted in

our social order. And I call upon all men 

of good will to be maladjusted in these

things until the good society is realized.

I never intend to adjust myself to the

evils of segregation and discrimination. …

I never intend to adjust myself to

economic conditions that will take necessities

from the many to give luxuries to the few.

I never intend to adjust myself to the

madness of militarism and the self-defeating

effects of physical violence. …

It may well be that salvation for our

world lies in the hands of the maladjusted.

And so I say to you — let us be maladjusted.

As maladjusted as the Prophet Amos

who in the midst of the injustices of his day

could cry out in words that echo across the

centuries, “Let justice roll down like waters

and righteousness like a mighty stream.”

As maladjusted as Abraham Lincoln,

who had the vision to see that this nation

could not survive half-slave and half-free.

As maladjusted as Thomas Jefferson,

who in an age amazingly adjusted to

slavery, could cry out in words of mystic

and cosmic proportions, “We hold these

truths to be self-evident, that all men are

created equal.” …

As maladjusted as Jesus of Nazareth,

who could say, “Love your enemies. Bless

them that curse you. Pray for them that

despitefully use you.”

I am convinced that through such

maladjustment we will be able to emerge

from the bleak and desolate midnight of

man’s inhumanity to man into the bright and

glittering daybreak of freedom and justice. …

This will be the day the American

Dream is realized.

 DREAM
Continued on next page

Mark Messer ’62 shared a couch with Dr. King as
he helped lead an informal Q&A session after the
civil-rights leader’s speech, but Messer says he was
so self-conscious that he remembers little about
this part of the evening. In fact, if not for this photo,
Messer says he wouldn’t have remembered that
the gathering took place in the student union. 
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at UC Santa Cruz after the student said

King was also his source of inspiration.

“Good for him; foolish of me, since 

my grandchildren would probably enjoy 

it more than his,” Messer said. 

Still, he will always have the moments

that matter most — sharing a couch with

King as he relayed questions from his 

peers and then engaging in a reflective

conversation during a car trip that is still

packed with emotional and intellectual

power, at least in Messer’s mind. 

“What a night,” he said in a more

recent moment of reflection. “To this day,

Dr. King is my most cherished hero.”

seemed to have support from the faculty

and the students.”

And the speech itself?

“It was the most moving I had heard up

to that time in my life, and probably since

then, as a matter of fact,” Short said. “I had

heard him on the radio and seen him on TV,

but you didn’t get a sense of his powerful

presence until you met him. I was mesmerized.”

Also like Messer, Short shared car-travel

time with King. He, Professor Netter

Worthington, who was chairman of the

Artist Lecture Series committee, and

another faculty member drove King to 

the airport for his flight home. 

and was calling others to do the same.”

After graduating from Chapman in 1964,

Short’s own call took him to Indianapolis,

where he attended Christian Theological

Seminary. He was in his second year when

he saw televised images of King’s march 

from Selma to Montgomery in Alabama. 

He watched as police on horseback rode 

into and over the crowds of participants.

He and some classmates jumped on 

a bus and rode eight hours to be there 

for the last five miles of the march. 

“It was exhilarating but frightening,” he

recalled. “The most scared I’ve ever been in

my life, and I’ve been where rioting broke out.”

At the end of the journey, surrounded 

by the National Guard, marchers gathered 

on the courthouse steps. As preliminary

speakers addressed the crowd, the Guard

members made lots of noise, but when King

stepped up, “it got eerily quiet,” Short said.

“Those Guard members didn’t like what he

was saying, but he still had them captivated.”

Years later, as chaplain on campus, Short

would help found the Peace Studies program

and teach conflict resolution at Chapman.

He also co-founded the Orange County

Interfaith Peace Ministry.

Throughout his ministerial life, he

repeatedly has been drawn back to his

collegiate moments with Dr. King as

touchstones for his own actions on issues 

of equality and social justice.

“It may have been 50 years ago, but it

was a pivotal moment for me, and it remains

so,” Short said. “It’s a moment that made 

me very proud to be a Chapman student.”

A POWERFUL PRESENCE
Like Messer, Dennis Short served 

on the committee that brought King to

Chapman, and he also had been already

influenced by King’s writings and teachings.

“I was a very active student on civil-rights

issues,” said the Rev. Short, Ph.D., who 

was chaplain at Chapman in the 1970s 

and is now a minister at Downey Memorial

Christian Church. “I picketed a Woolworth

store in Santa Ana because they refused 

to serve African Americans.”

So when King agreed to speak at

Chapman, “I was very excited,” Short said.

“There were very few African American

students at Chapman then, but the event

The other professor was less than

sympathetic to the civil-rights movement

and made his feelings known, Short recalled.

“I think he was from the South. Perhaps 

he felt threatened. I felt embarrassed.”

Throughout the conversation — about

living under Jim Crow laws and the struggles

faced by his family — King “had an amazing

sense of calm,” Short said. “You could feel

his confidence that he was doing God’s will

CHAPMAN  MAGAZ INE

WEB EXCLUSIVES: Chapman Professor Donald Will and the Rev. James Lawson, a civil-

rights leader and friend of Dr. King, help put King’s speech at Chapman in historical

perspective. Plus, read a complete transcript of the speech. www.chapman.edu/magazine

“I was mesmerized,” Dennis Short says of the time he spent with Dr. King, whose bust became 
the first of many to grace Chapman’s campus.
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CHAPMAN sports news

Certainly the biggest highlight of the spring was Chapman receiving 
bids to host not one but two NCAA basketball playoff games.

The men’s team returned to the Division III

Tournament for the second straight year 

and defeated Southern California rival

Redlands, 62–38, at the Hutton Center to advance

to the second round, in which the Panthers lost to

No. 1 Whitworth on the road, 77–63. Chapman

finished with a 25–4 record.

With the win against Redlands, the team 

tied an all-time single-season school record for

victories. It had been 75 years since Chapman 

last won 25 games; the 1935–36 team under

head coach Ralph Welch went 25–3.

After the men’s first-round triumph, the

Hutton Center was transformed to host the

women’s basketball first and second rounds. 

The Chapman women didn’t fare as well as the

men, losing a heartbreaker, 61–60, to Louisiana

College in their return to the postseason. The

Panthers finished 22–6 for the season.

Other spring highlights:

• The Chapman baseball team is once again ranked among the best in Division III.

Thanks to a midseason 13-game winning streak, the Panthers ranked No. 11 in

the nation as of March 25, according to D3Baseball.com, and their pitching staff 

is also among the best in the nation, with a sub-2.50 team earned run average.

• Women’s tennis rode the ups and downs of possibly the toughest schedule in 

the nation — facing 11 nationally ranked programs, plus two Division I schools.

The Panthers escaped March still ranked No. 13 in Division III with their eyes 

set on another run at the West Region title.

• The Panthers’ women’s water polo team entered April ranked No. 7 in Division

III, thanks in part to a 4–2 home record at the Allred Aquatics Center.

The Panthers’ recent trip to the NCAA playoffs was
their seventh in eight years under Coach Carol Jue,
who won her third Association of Division III
Independents Coach of the Year award.

Pinnacle Moment for Coach Jue
The Chapman University women’s basketball

team’s 56–34 victory over visiting UC Santa

Cruz on Feb. 11 was a milestone victory for

Panthers’ head coach Carol Jue, who became

the school’s all-time winningest head coach

with her 160th career victory at Chapman.

Jue surpassed her predecessor, Mary

Hegarty, to improve to 160–54 overall, a

winning percentage of .748. She did so in 

just her eighth season at the helm of the

Chapman women’s program, two seasons

faster than Hegarty. The Panthers have averaged

more than 20 wins per season in that span.

Hegarty was 159–92 in 10 seasons at Chapman.

The Panthers returned to the NCAA

Division III playoffs this spring, earning 

the right to host the first and second rounds.

Chapman finished 22–6 overall and won 19

of 20 games at one point during the season. 

It was the Panthers’ 10th tournament

appearance in the last 11 years, and Jue 

was named Association of Division III

Independents Coach of the Year.

DOUBLE DOSE OF PLAYOFF EXCITEMENT

Chapman senior right-hander Jordan 
Sigman ‘11 tied the school record with 
his 30th career victory in the Panthers’ 
19–1 win over Rutgers-Newark 
University on March 12 at Hart Park.

St. John’s Coach Steve Lavin ’88 Diagnosed with Prostate Cancer
Chapman alumnus and former UCLA basketball coach

Steve Lavin ’88, who recently led St. John’s University to its

first NCAA tournament appearance in nine years, has been

diagnosed with an early stage of prostate cancer, St. John’s

announced April 8. The recommended course of treatment

allows Lavin, 46, to continue coaching without interruption.

In his first season at St. John’s, Lavin led the Red Storm 

to a 21–12 record, transforming a team that finished in 

13th place in the Big East the year before. He was selected U.S. Basketball Writers

Association District II Coach of the Year. 



� Women and U.S. Politics: 
The Spectrum of Political
Leadership
(Lynne Rienner Publishers)

Lori Cox Han, Ph.D., professor, Wilkinson

College of Humanities and Social Sciences,

Department of Political Science

A wide-ranging work that explores whether — and 

if so, how — the presence of women on the center stage

of U.S. politics is changing the political process. The

history of the women’s movement is thoroughly covered, 

as are the contours of feminism and issues of equality.

The book offers a broad yet gendered look at both mass

politics and political institutions.

� Robert Graves: The 
Nazarene Gospel Restored
(Carcanet Press)

Patrick Quinn, Ph.D., dean and professor,

Wilkinson College of Humanities and Social

Sciences, Department of English, general editor

A restoration of Graves’ re-writing of the

New Testament. “When the volume appeared originally

in 1953, it caused quite a stir in British and North

American literary and religious circles,” Dean Quinn

recalls. “Who knows what will happen when the 

volume is received by a new generation of readers 

fed on The DaVinci Code and The Gospel of Judas?”

� The Fear Within: Spies, Commies,
and American Democracy on Trial
(Rutgers University Press)

Scott Martelle, adjunct professor, Wilkinson

College of Humanities and Social Sciences,

Department of English

A look at how American society, both general

and political, clamps down in times of crisis on the very beliefs 

it holds dear: the freedoms of speech and political belief. At

different points in our history, the executive branch, Congress

and the courts have subtly or more drastically eroded a pillar

of American society for the politics of the moment. It’s not

surprising, then, that The Fear Within takes on added resonance

in today’s environment of suspicion.

� The Normative Case for 
the Free Market System: 
Did Capitalism Cause the
Financial Fiasco?
(Addleton Academic Press)

Tibor Machan, Ph.D., the R.C. Hoiles Chair 

in Free Enterprise and Business Ethics, Argyros

School of Business and Economics

Dr. Machan updates his arguments in his The Moral Case

for the Free Market Economy and addresses the frequently 

made claim that the free-market, capitalist system produced

the recent financial fiasco. His major point is that there is 

no place, not even in the U.S., where a bona fide free market

system exists, which complicates the search for the factors

behind the fiasco.

f a c u l t y  b o o k s h e l f
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� Byte-Sized Television: Create Your 
Own TV Series for the Internet
(Michael Wiese Productions)

Ross Brown, assistant professor, Dodge College of Film 

and Media Arts

A first-of-its-kind, all-in-one guide to creating short-form

TV series for the Internet. Written in a hip and entertaining

style in the language of the Web generation, it guides the aspiring videomaker from

an initial series idea through writing, production and uploading and marketing

a polished pilot and successive episodes of an original Internet TV series. 

� Infringement Nation: Copyright 2.0 
and You (Oxford University Press)

John Tehranian, professor, School of Law

An analysis of the history and evolution of copyright

law and its profound impact on the lives of ordinary

people. Organized around the trope of the individual in

five different copyright-related contexts, the book charts

the changing contours of our copyright regime and assesses its vitality in the

digital age. In the process, Professor Tehranian questions some of our most

basic assumptions about copyright law. 

� Legal Reasoning, Writing, and Other
Lawyering Skills, Third Edition (LexisNexis)

Robin Wellford Slocum, professor, School of Law

This new edition is the first textbook of its kind to draw

on lessons from neuroscience and psychology to deepen

students’ understanding of self and others, and of the

emotional biases and filters that undermine their efforts 

to “think like a lawyer.” Professor Slocum hopes to remind students of their

humanity, and to inspire a vision of the practice of law as a noble calling. 

� Legal Ethics: The
Lawyer’s Desktop 
on Professional
Responsibility
(Foundation 
Press-American 
Bar Association)

Ronald D. Rotunda, Doy and Dee Henley

Chair and Distinguished Professor of

Jurisprudence, School of Law

Co-authored with Professor John Dzienkowski 

A one-volume treatise on the law governing

the practice of law by “one of the nation’s

leading authorities on Legal Ethics,” says

William Reese Smith, former American Bar

Association president, who adds that the work

provides “a current, comprehensive publication

of enormous practical value to the busy lawyer.” 

� Constitutional Law
(Thomson-West)

Ronald D. Rotunda 

Co-authored with Professor John Nowak

This one-volume version of the six-volume

treatise that Professors Rotunda and Nowak

also publish offers detailed, up-to-date and

comprehensive analysis of American

constitutional law. It’s “the first place to look 

if you have a constitutional law problem,” 

says Yale Kamisar, the Clarence Darrow

Distinguished Professor of Law at the

University of Michigan.

f a c u l t y  b o o k s h e l f
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Vernon L. Smith, Ph.D., Nobel
laureate and George L. Argyros

Endowed Chair in Finance and

Economics at Chapman, has been

working closely with professors

and students at the University of

Alaska, Anchorage, where he has

been instrumental in transforming

the university’s economics research

program. Lee Huskey, Ph.D., professor of economics at UAA,

sent us this rave about Professor Smith’s work: “Since Vernon’s

first visit to UAA in 2003, our program has been changed 

in dramatic ways. We have built a research emphasis using

experimental methods, adding four faculty members. …

Alaska has always been a place full of interesting research

questions made for experimental methods. Our longtime

connection with Vernon has provided us with the means 

and the confidence to address them.”

Sean Heim, Ph.D., associate

professor of music, and Nick

Terry, assistant professor of

music, College of Performing

Arts, recently returned from 

a performance tour of Taiwan 

and Hong Kong. Invited to

participate in a series of concerts

titled A Confluence of Cultures,

Heim and Terry joined composers and performers gathered

from across the Pacific Rim in presenting concerts at the

National Concert Hall (Taipei) and Red Square Gallery 

(Hong Kong). Both sold-out performances featured music

that explores the evocative novel, and inspirational

combination of Western & Eastern musical traditions.

Anne-Marie Pedersen, Ph.D.,

assistant professor of English,

Wilkinson College, recently 

won a prestigious award from 

the Conference on College

Composition and Communication,

the 2011 CCCC Braddock Award,

for her article, “Negotiating

Cultural Identities Through

Language: Academic English in Jordan,” which appeared 

in the December 2010 issue of College Composition and

Communication. The Braddock award was presented at the

CCCC Annual Convention in Atlanta on April 8, at the

Awards/Recognition Reception.
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CHAPMAN faculty news

Grace Fong, DMA, assistant 

professor and director of keyboard

studies, College of Performing Arts,

was preparing to perform as soloist

with the Phoenix Symphony and on

tour in Japan in April. Commenting

on her March 6 performance at the

American Pianists Association’s Grand

Encounters Series in Indianapolis,

music critic Tom Aldridge raved: “Of her appearances here since

her Fellowship award — one a solo recital at Butler, another a

concerto performance with the Indianapolis Chamber Orchestra

— she has continued to mesmerize us with her uncanny control

of all facets of keyboard technique and musicianship.”

Louise Thomas, Ph.D., DMA,

associate professor and director of

keyboard collaborative arts, College 

of Performing Arts, recently returned

from a piano performance in New

York City’s prestigious Merkin Hall 

at the Kauffman Center. Dr. Thomas

performed with violinist Elizabeth

Pitcairn in a program that featured her

world-famous instrument, the “Red Violin.” The concert marked the

launch of Pitcairn’s “Little Red Violin Foundation,” which will raise

money for scholarships and instruments for young string players.

Kyndra K. Rotunda, associate
professor, School of Law, and executive

director of Chapman’s AMVETS Legal

Clinic, was interviewed on the Dennis

Miller Zone radio program and quoted

in a Daily Caller news story regarding 

the military recommendation that

female service members wear hijabs,

or headscarves, while serving in

Afghanistan. The story may be read at dailycaller.com.

Joel Kotkin, a presidential fellow 
in urban futures at Chapman, writes

often for a variety of high-profile

publications and websites, including

his own site, joelkotkin.com. One of

his latest pieces is at forbes.com and 

is titled “The Best Cities for Minority

Entrepreneurs.” Kotkin makes the case

that as the American economy struggles

to recover, its greatest advantage lies with its diverse population.

Sean Heim
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Jack Casperson ’57 (MA ’70), former president 

of the Chapman University Alumni Association and

one of the alumni who moved as a student with the

school from its former Los Angeles location to the

Orange campus, passed away Nov. 18, 2010 at his

home in Medford, Ore. after an eight-year battle 

with cancer. He was 75.

Longtime friend and colleague

Rebecca Brown Smith ’81 described

Casperson as an “unflappable”

administrator devoted to Chapman

University. He was on the committee

that began the Athletic Hall of Fame

and served as president of the

Alumni Association from 1985–87.

In 1988 he was honored as

Alumnus of the Year.

“Jack was a proven executive. He

came on board and just took over

and was honored to do so,” Smith

said. “He really knew how to steady

the ship when it could be pretty

rocky, and he really just did that out of a sense of

dedication and loyalty to Chapman. He had the skills.”

Such talent and temperament showed itself early,

said friend and classmate Darrell Burrell ’57, who

recalled Casperson’s days playing basketball for

Chapman. Casperson was assistant men’s basketball

coach during the 1959–60 season, when beloved

head coach Don Perkins suffered a heart attack.

Casperson stepped in as interim head coach and

helped lead the team to the NCAA playoffs in

Chapman’s division. He also coached the junior

varsity men’s basketball team in the 1958–59 season.

As a collegiate player, Casperson wasn’t a starter,

“but he was steady and very dedicated and had a very

sharp analytical mind for the finer points of the game,”

said Burrell, who grew up with Casperson in El Monte.

Burrell and Casperson were among that handful

of students who made the move with then-Chapman

College from Los Angeles to Orange. Together they

worked in the maintenance and landscape

department, and Burrell tells a favorite story about

how he and Casperson tore

out an old plaster ceiling in 

a small theater in Wilkinson

Hall in about two hours, a 

job their supervisor thought

would take days.

“He gave us an immediate

raise of 50 cents an hour,”

Burrell recalled.

While at Chapman,

Casperson met and married

Shirley Willyerd ’57, to whom

he was married 54 years.

After graduation from

Chapman, Casperson went 

on to a career in teaching 

and administration. He taught at schools in Orange,

Yorba Linda and Lake Elsinore and served as the

director of curriculum for Nevada County Schools.

He returned to Southern California in 1973 as assistant

superintendent of business for the Orange County

Department of Education until his retirement in 1989.

In addition to his wife, he is survived by their three

daughters and their husbands — Daryl and Gary

Wentworth of Stockton, Dana and John Chadwell 

of Gig Harbor, Wash., and Dawn VanWinkle ‘87 and

Michael Van Winkle ’90 of Medford, Ore. — as well 

as nine grandchildren and his sister, Sami Lindstrom

of Paso Robles. 

Donations in Casperson’s memory may be made

to the Chapman Alumni Scholarship Fund.

JACK CASPERSON ’57 (MA ’70)

CHAPMAN in memoriam
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CHAPMAN philanthropy news

welcome as model ambassadors 

of the Chapman community.”

Teren is now a graduate assistant

conductor for the Philharmonia and

Concert Orchestra at the University 

of Cincinnati’s College-Conservatory

of Music (CCM) where he is pursuing

his master’s degree. Adrienne and

Rande credit his Chapman professors

for preparing him for success in his

graduate studies.

The Shaffers have remained active

at Chapman University since Teren

graduated. As board members of the

Chapman Parents Council, they enjoy

helping new parents connect with 

the university. Rande also serves as 

an alumni adviser for the Delta Tau

Delta fraternity.

“Philanthropy is an important 

part of who we are, and we hope that 

Teren will continue to embrace this 

in the future,” said Rande.

The Shaffers volunteered with the

Chapman Parents Council from day 

one and continue to serve on its Board 

of Directors, said Paula McCance, 

assistant director of parent and 

grandparent programs.

“Their love of Chapman is enthusiastic

and infectious,” said McCance. “They 

enjoy reaching out to current and

prospective parents to offer a warm

A gift of life insurance can be as 

simple as naming Chapman University 

as a beneficiary on a policy or it can 

be incorporated into more complex

charitable strategies. 

To learn more about how to create 

a family legacy by making a gift of life

insurance and other types of planned

gifts, please contact David B. Moore at

714-516-4590 or legacy@chapman.edu.

SON’S SUCCESS INSPIRES MAJOR GIFT

Adrienne and Rande Shaffer, parents of Teren ’08, knew Chapman University was the right place for their

son from the moment they set foot on campus. Teren was attracted to Chapman’s world-renowned music

program and his parents loved the warm feeling and idyllic location in the heart of Orange County.

By Hallie Nicholson

Interested in learning more about gifts of life

insurance? Watch an interview with Rande and

Adrienne Shaffer as they discuss the details of their

gift to Chapman at www.chapman.edu/theshaffers.

Adrienne and Rande Shaffer are using a life
insurance policy to endow a scholarship at
Chapman University.

During his time at Chapman, 

Teren flourished and was 

active in numerous honor 

societies and organizations across 

campus. He holds bachelor of music

degrees in instrumental conducting,

bassoon performance and music 

education, graduating summa cum 

laude in 2008 from Chapman’s 

acclaimed Conservatory of Music.

Inspired by Teren’s personal growth 

and success at Chapman, the Shaffers

decided to search for a way to support 

the university that had become such 

an important part of their family’s life.

“We wanted to give something back 

to the university and create a legacy to

recognize Teren’s wonderful experience 

at Chapman,” said Adrienne.

Choosing to support Chapman 

through a life insurance policy was the

natural choice for Adrienne and Rande,

who both work in the insurance industry.

To make their gift, the Shaffers created 

a new life insurance policy, designating

Chapman University as both the owner 

and the beneficiary. The Shaffers make 

an annual gift to Chapman in the amount

of the yearly premium on the policy and

Chapman uses this gift to make the

premium payment to the insurance

company. One day, the proceeds will

support a scholarship in conducting 

arts for the Conservatory of Music in

Chapman’s College of Performing Arts. 

“A gift of life insurance is one of 

the most affordable ways to provide a

significant donation,” said Rande. “For

those not able to make an immediate

significant gift, a planned gift such as 

this enables one to give much more to

Chapman for much less than the total

amount of the gift.”
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Chapman, where he was instrumental in efforts to

include a menorah along with the nativity scene

traditionally displayed in Old Towne Orange.

“The whole Chapman experience really

helped me dedicate myself to public service,” 

he says. He has particularly good memories of 

a freshman seminar he took with Donald Will, Ph.D., chair and Delp

Professor of Peace Studies that focused on war, peace and justice issues.

“Freshman seminar was a huge, huge impact.” Baroukh was also named 

a Truman Scholar at Chapman and was awarded the Cheverton Trophy.

At the University of Virginia School of Law his interests veered toward

litigation, but he wanted a legal career that would combine both litigation

and policy. With his primary responsibility for the Department of Homeland

Security being immigration and national security issues, he has found both.

“I do policy and I do litigation,” he says. “It’s quite unique.”

With budget cuts a reality for most municipal

governments, it’s a tough time to be a small-

town mayor. But Nader Baroukh ’94 is tackling

just that challenge as mayor of Falls Church, Va. 

Baroukh began his legal career through the Department 

of Justice Honors Program and is now a senior attorney in the

Department of Homeland Security. He ran for City Council of

the Washington, D.C. suburb because of budget and zoning

issues — what he calls “the classic stuff.” Although routine

council duties don’t often include meeting the president of

the United States, which Baroukh did during one of last 

year’s backyard talks about the health care reform bill which

happened to be in the greater Falls Church area, where President

Obama introduced the Chapman alumnus to attendees.

But Baroukh cut his public service and political teeth at

Meeting Big Challenges as a Small-Town Mayor

CHAPMAN alumni

Now, as she serves on the bench, Judge

Carter draws confidence from the path she

chose — teaching, motherhood and then the

law. Her considerable life experiences gave

her poise as a litigator and a judge, she said.

“Having taught elementary school, I

used to yell across the playground to get

the kids to come in, so if the court gets

noisy I can raise my voice,” she noted.

“Occasionally I have attorneys who behave

like kids, and I tell them so.”

Motherhood taught Carter many things,

including the importance of patience, 

a crucial courtroom skill, she said. 

After graduating and becoming an

attorney, she joined the California Women

Lawyers Association before becoming a

judge and joining NAWJ in 1990. During

her judicial career, Judge Carter has heard 

a variety of cases, including criminal, civil,

probate and mental health. 

NAWJ gives women judges the chance

to interact and share insights, reducing the

isolation they might feel as women on the

bench. The organization also provides

opportunities for U.S. women judges to network

with their counterparts around the world. 

“It’s an honor to be president of this huge

nationwide group,” said Judge Carter, who

began her one-year term as president in

October. The group holds annual conferences

in various locations, including a meeting 

this March in Orange County.

“We invite law students to help put 

the event together and participate in the

process,” she noted.

“At the end of the day, I think it’s

important that those who come to court feel

that they have been treated fairly and have

had a chance to be heard. I try to do that

with everyone who appears before me, and 

I try to listen to what they want to say.”

And her favorite part about being a judge?

“I like the interaction with people,” she

said. “I enjoy helping people understand 

the process of the law.”

What began with an elementary

education degree from

Chapman University has

become the educational foundation for 

a career in the law, culminating with

Marjorie Laird Carter ’64 being named

president of the National Association of

Women Judges (NAWJ).

Judge Carter began teaching

immediately after earning her Chapman

degree. A few years later, she decided to

take some time off from the classroom

and became a mother of two children. 

“I left teaching with the full intention

to go back after receiving my master’s

degree,” she said. But then she became

unsure of what to study. After taking

multiple aptitude tests, Carter realized she

was drawn to the law as a profession. 

FROM CLASSROOM TO COURTROOM
Judge Carter ’64 brings varied life
experiences to her time on the bench.
By Sarah Van Zanten ’11 

Marjorie Laird Carter ‘64

Nader
Baroukh ‘94



1970s

� Don Hurzeler, Class of 1970,
has authored The Way Up: How to

Keep Your Career Moving in the Right

Direction, published by Greenleaf
Book Group. The book was released
March 1; for more information,
visit www.donhurzeler.com.

Thomas Johnston, BA
economics and business
administration ’75, has been
appointed a member of the 
Ohio Department of Agriculture’s
senior management team. He is
responsible for overseeing the
department’s financial operations
and agency procurement, as well 
as managing its fleet and laboratory
maintenance. Thomas is a former
executive for the Ohio Department

of Development and the Ohio
Department of Agriculture, and
has served as manager of the
housing tax credit program at the
Ohio Housing Finance Committee.

1980s
Jill Ridgers, BA multiple subjects
’85, was recently recognized by

Cambridge Who’s Who for her years

of dedication and excellence in

elementary education. Jill has

been teaching for 26 years, and

now teaches emotionally troubled

elementary school students. She

also mentors student teachers at

Cal State University, Long Beach

and is the co-chairwoman of Safe

in Civil Schools. 

1990s
Mark Barker, BA criminal justice
’99, won a seat in the Colorado

State House of Representatives.

Mark currently resides in

Colorado Springs with his wife,

Teresa, his daughters, Laura and

Amy, and their granddaughters,

Cassandra and Katrina.

Dr. Jerry Turner, BA social
science ‘04, has published his latest

book Every Day is New Again:

Understanding Dementia. The book

was developed from seminars 

Dr. Turner provides to adult care

and elder care residential facilities.

The seminars, approved by the

California Department of Social

Services, provide eight hours of

continuing education units on

dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

Dr. Turner is lead psychologist 

for the Beaumont Unified School

District as well as an adjunct

professor at Copper Mountain

College and College of the Desert

in California.

E-mail your news and photos to alumni@chapman.edu or mail to: Alumni Relations, One University Drive, Orange, CA 92866.

Any pictures received by mail will be scanned and returned. Class Notes are subject to editing due to space. To post Class

Notes and photos online, visit www.alumni.chapman.edu.

C L A S S  N O T E S

Jaclyn has been working at KRGV
since October 2007. Before
beginning work in the broadcast
journalism business, Jaclyn worked
for MTV Networks. She lives in
Edinburg, Texas.

� Jeff Cole, BFA film and TV
production ’01, and Nicole Cole,
BM music therapy ’03, celebrated
the birth of their daughter, Olivia
Marie, on Oct. 25, 2010. 

2000s

� Jaclyn Barber, MFA film
production ’05, was awarded a
Lonestar Emmy from the National
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences. She won the Emmy
in the morning/daytime category
for producing Channel 5 News This

Morning for ABC affiliate KRGV
Channel 5 News in south Texas.
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CHAPMAN alumni

� Peter Westenhofer, BFA theatre and dance ’00, and Heather
(Stoltzfus) Westenhofer, BA theatre and dance, religion ’97, visited
alumna Monika (Palinay) Sudakov, BA French ’98, and her husband,
Jeff, at their bed and breakfast, the Chestnut Street Inn, in Sheffield, Ill.
Monika and Jeff have owned the inn for six years. While at the inn, the
Westenhofers ran into Ruth Mohr, a former adjunct professor of biology
at Chapman who taught more than 25 years ago. Monika has also
recently published a gluten-free cookbook. To see more about Monika
and the inn, visit www.chestnut-inn.com. 
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CHAPMAN alumni

� Christopher De La Rosa,
BA psychology ’06, Ivan Van
Norman, BFA film production ’07,
and Robert Watts, BFA film
production ’07, have created an
innovative pen-and-paper zombie
survival role-playing game called
Outbreak: Undead through Hunters
Books and Apparel, the company
they launched last year. For 
more information, visit
www.outbreakundead.com.

� Stephanie Beal, BA public relations and advertising ’08; Chelsea
Levy, BA communications ’09; Jennifer Sisk, BA public relations 
and advertising ’07; and Adrianna Hosford, BA communications ’01,
all work together in the Los Angeles office of Ketchum, a global public
relations firm specializing in brand marketing, corporate communications,
healthcare, food and nutrition, and technology. Stephanie is an account
executive who has been with Ketchum for 2-1/2 years and was recently
involved with the announcement of “Team Hot Wheels,” a real-life crew
of professional drivers. Chelsea is an account coordinator and has been
with the company for a year. Jennifer is an account executive and has
been with Ketchum for four years. Adrianna is a vice president/account
supervisor and has been with the company for five years.

� Hailey Giczy, BA history, political science ’09, and Lee Estes,
associate professor of history at Chapman, went to Boston for the
annual American Historical Association Conference. They went for a
behind-the-scenes tour of the 1795 Charles Bullfinch Massachusetts
State House just off the Boston Commons. The tour was led by 
Phu Mai, BA history ’08, an aide to a state representative. At the
historical association meeting, Hailey was formally presented with 
the first Raymond J. Cunningham Prize for her research paper, The 

Bum Blockade: Los Angeles and the Great Depression, by the retiring
president of the association, Barbara Metcalf.

� Melinda J. Combs, BA English literature and creative writing ’02,
co-authored a book with Jack Lindquist, Chapman trustee and
Disneyland’s first president, titled In Service to the Mouse: My Unexpected

Journey to Becoming Disneyland’s First President, published by Chapman
University Press. There will be a book-signing event at Chapman’s 150th
Birthday Celebration and Open House on Friday, May 6.

� Marna Farver, BA sociology
’00, married Mitch Moghaddasi 
on Sept. 18, 2010 at Holy Family
Mission in Rutherford, Calif., with
the reception at Freemark Abbey
Winery in St. Helena. The couple
reside in the Napa Valley, where Marna
works as operations manager for Grace
Family Vineyards. Mitch is a 1996
graduate of San Francisco State
University and works for Union Bank
of California in San Francisco. They
plan to honeymoon in Italy this spring.
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of about 25 percent. The
cumulative elevation gain 
over the course is 27,000 feet.

Kevin V. Edmunds, BA
communication studies ’06, 
earned a master’s of science 
degree in global leadership from
the University of San Diego 
in January.

Jolie Hales, MFA film
production ’08, was recently
appointed an official ambassador
for Disneyland Resorts. She will
represent Disneyland at local
events, hospitals and other
activities around the country,
acting as an “emissary of good
will and magic.”

Andy Holmer, BA social science
’05, and Molly Wilson, BFA
television broadcast journalism
’07, were engaged on Nov. 29,
2010 while vacationing in 
Paris. Molly works at Warner
Bros. Television in current
programming, and Andy works 
as a research attorney for the 
Los Angeles Superior Court.

Lindsay Mayer, BA
communications ’05, is a
producer at ABC Television. 

She recently worked on the Country

Music Awards in Nashville and, for
the third year in a row, on the Red

Carpet at the Oscars. She also
produces ongoing special segments
for TV shows, including Grey’s

Anatomy and Castle.

Sarah (Wahl) McCance, BFA
film and television production ’03,
and Dustin McCance, BS business
and accounting ’03, welcomed their
first son, Darren Paul, on April 27,
2010. The family resides in Rancho
Santa Margarita.

Nikkie Perrine, BA
communication studies ’08,
MA counseling ’10 and 
Greg Perrine, BS business
administration ’06, were
married on June 19, 2010 
at Chapman’s Wallace All
Faiths Chapel. Among those
attending were Chapman
Alumni, including wedding
party members Zach
Wheatley, BS math ’06,
MBA business administration
’10; Kellie Poynter, BS
psychobiology ’08; and
Chrissy Pepino ’09.

�

� Ashley Mayer, BA communications ’08, is engaged to Jeff Levering,
BFA broadcast journalism ’05. Ashley is the special events coordinator 
in alumni and development at Drury University in Springfield, Mo. 
Jeff is the radio broadcast voice of the Springfield Cardinals, the AA 
farm team of Major League Baseball’s St. Louis Cardinals.

CHAPMAN alumni

� Rob Lahoe, BS biological
sciences ’03, was one of 32
finishers (out of 111 starters) 
of the Hawaiian Ultra Running
Team (H.U.R.T.) 100-mile trail 
run. This run is rated one of the
three to five hardest in the nation,
with an average completion rate 
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Christine Morente, BA English
and political science ’01, is a 

junior publicist at CW3 Public

Relations in West Hollywood. The

firm specializes in unit publicity,

marketing, brand identity and 

film and award campaigning.

Christine recently interned at 

the Screen Actors Guild Awards

and Sharp & Associates Public

Relations. She holds a certificate 

in public relations with a

concentration in entertainment

publicity from UCLA. Prior to

beginning her work in public

relations, she was an award-

winning journalist at The San

Mateo County Times.

Margo Smith, BS chemistry ’06,
is scheduled to graduate with 

a doctor of medicine degree 

from Saint Louis University 

School of Medicine in May. 

In July, she plans to start her

residency in obstetrics, 

gynecology and women’s health 

at the National Naval Medical

Center in Bethesda, Md. 

� Nicole Provansal, BA
economics ’07, MA business
administration ’09, recently 
began a job with the Los Angeles
Angels of Anaheim. In her new
role, Nicole is helping to secure
corporate sponsorships and
partnerships for the Angels. From
use of the logo to a sign on the 
left field wall at Angel Stadium,
Nicole will be creating a bridge
between local and national
companies to the Angels’ brand.
An avid baseball fan, Nicole says
the job is a dream come true.

� Kevin Tarbell, BS business
administration ’09, is working in

business development for two

companies: Generator Services Co.

and Diesel 2 Gas Solutions (D2G).

Kevin and the D2G team have

introduced the hybrid diesel to 

the power-generation industry with

the innovative GTI Bi-Fuel system.

For more information, visit

www.diesel2gas.com. Kevin also serves

as Chapman University’s Alumni

Association Board of Directors’

Student Outreach Council chair. 

He is in his third year on the board.

2010s
Kyndell Paine, JD law ’10, was
appointed manager of government

relations for the Disneyland Resort,

where she joins Carrie Nocella, 
BA Legal Studies ’99, an adjunct

faculty member in the Chapman

School of Law.

Justin Shives, BFA 
television and broadcast 
journalism ’08, married 
Brittany Joye, BFA television
and broadcast journalism ’08, 
on July 18, 2010 at Marina 
Village in San Diego. Chapman
alumni in the wedding party 
were bridesmaid Emily Wilson,
BFA television and broadcast
journalism ’07; groomsmen
Farand Kusnadi, BS biology-
physiology ’06, and Michael
Landolina, BFA television and
broadcast journalism ’08. In
addition, Emerson Williams, the
daughter of Reagan and Jenna
Williams, both ’06, served as 
the flower girl. Both Justin and
Brittany work as teachers for 
Santa Rosa Academy. Brittany
teaches fifth grade, while Justin
teaches middle- and high-school
math as well as serving as the
school’s athletic director. 

�

Jason Wise BA film and television
’04, and Christina (Tucker)
Wise, BA film and television ’04,
were married July 17, 2010. The

bridal party included matron of

honor Kati (Wise) Peterson ’07

and Stephanie Echeverry, BS
business administration ’06, who

acted as maid of honor. Also

present were Lindsey (Shueler)
Garbelman, BA communications
’05; Ashleigh (Barlow)
Nickerson ’04; Michelle Branch,
BFA television broadcast journalism

’06; Kim Olson ’03, and Heather
Hedemann, BA liberal studies ’06.
Sara (Pinney) May, BA psychology
’03, served as wedding coordinator.

Jason and Christina were married

at a private home in Rolling Hills.

The couple reside in Studio City.

Christina works at TV Guide

Network, and Jason has his own

production company.

�

Can You name the Films

Answers to movie quiz on page 20: 

� American Beauty � Inception � Psycho

� The Godfather � The Shining � Modern Times 



Come Join Our Celebration!
Chapman’s 150th Anniversary Birthday Party and Open House

Friday, May 6, 2011 Starts at 3 p.m. 

The day ends with a Fireworks Spectacular!

You’re invited for Chapman University’s biggest party ever! 

CELEBRATION ON THE ATTALLAH PIAZZA!

• Remarks by President Jim Doti and friends of the university

• Free performances by our talented students

• Free master classes by acclaimed Chapman professors

• ArtWalk Tour to see Chapman’s outstanding art collection

• Exhibit booths and children’s activities

• Birthday cake for everyone! 

• Free hot dogs, chips and popcorn

• Beer and wine garden ($)

• Free concert by doo-wop faves The Alley Cats

• Fantastic Fireworks Finale! 

See the complete schedule at www.chapman.edu/150 

FREE 
PARKING!

Official wine sponsor of 
Chapman University’s 150th Anniversary — 

With deep appreciation to Barry and 
Donna Goldfarb and their family.

It Won’t Be a Party If You’re Not Here!



One University Drive,
Orange, California 92866
www.Chapman.Edu

To find this place where curiosity
feeds the cat; where books can be plucked from rows
in our grove; where the little what-ifs swim
like maybe-droplets in the fountains grow;

here where bronzes nod; where the possible is
adjacent, and we brush up against it
as we round the corners of disciplines
to find what we didn’t know to posit—

To create this sun-drenched place together
where reading leads us to conversation
and our discussions lead us elsewhere; where
questions become songs, stories, equations;

where, even when our passions become strained,
we maintain bonds, bettering our nature—
To remake ourselves, our world each day.

To Find, 
to Create, 
to Remake

A sonnet in 150 syllables
By Anna Leahy, associate professor of English
Delivered on March 4, 2011
Celebrating the 150th Anniversary 
of Chapman University

Mildred Nesbit Bobo ‘25, on the Senior
Bench at California Christian College,
North Vermont campus, June 1925.



Tom Elliott, BS economics and business
administration ’60, and Pat (Wood) Elliott,

BA education ’60, MA education ’74, show

their Chapman spirit during a cruise to

Antarctica aboard the Oceania Insignia.

PANTHERS
on the Prowl
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specializing in technical writing and promotion. With her advanced

degree, Shearlean moved into teaching writing and journalism 

at the University of California, Irvine, East Carolina University

and Western Washington University, where she was chair of the

journalism department. Asked what she regretted not doing

during her life, Shearlean replied, “Nothing. I’ve been everywhere

and done everything I wanted. I’m ready to be home.”

Janet Davis Engle ’36 passed away July 15, 2010 in Los 

Gatos, Calif. A regular donor of gifts to the university, she

included Chapman in her will. The family requests that in lieu 

of flowers, donations may be made to: Foster Family Education

Fund at The Terraces of Los Gatos, 800 Blossom Hill Road, 

Los Gatos, Calif. 95030 or Hospice of the Valley, 4850 Union Ave.,

San Jose, Calif. 95124.

Elizabeth M. Grandey, BA music ’40, passed away Aug. 15,
2010 at age 91. Loving wife of 67 years, she leaves behind 

her husband, Loren, son, Gerald, daughter, Jayne Lucas, three

grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. Elizabeth was a 

Mary Kay consultant for 35 years and throughout her life

remained close to her Beta Chi sisters.

Arlin “Jack” Casperson, BA history ’57, MA history ’70, passed

away Nov. 18, 2010. Jack battled with pancreatic cancer for eight

years. He is survived by his wife, Shirley Willyerd ’57, their three

daughters and their husbands, and his sister. More about Jack 

can be found in the article on page 45.

Shearlean Hamby Duke,
MA English ’97, passed away

Feb. 2, 2011 at home in

Bellingham, Wash., at age 64 in

the arms of her husband of 40

years, Robert A. Duke. She was

born in Copperhill, Tenn., and

earned a master’s degree from

Chapman University at age 50.

Starting on the university

newspaper, Shearlean built 

a journalism career that

culminated as a reporter, editor and columnist for the Los Angeles

Times. Returning to California in 1985 from two years sailing in

Mexico’s Sea of Cortez, she and Robert established a PR practice

FRIENDS WE WILL MISS

CHAPMAN alumni
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